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MONTREAL MEDICAL JOURNAL.
VOL. XXVIHI. AUGUST, 1899. No. 8.

ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES IN MEDICINE OF McGILL
UNIVERSITY.

BY

T. G. RODDiCK, M.D., LL.D., M.P.,

Professor of Surgery in McGill University..

GRADUATES IN MED1GINE--

It is my agreeable duty on behalf of my colleagues, to offer you our
nost cordial congratulations on your having to-day received that cov-

eted prize-the just reward of your diligence and application-the de-
gree in Medicine of this University.

We welcome you to our ranks at a period in the history of orur noble
ca]lling when its record of work accomplished has not only given it a
foremost place amoing the progressive sciences, but has established its
claim to consideration as among the most active benefactors of the
human race. *We congratulate you on entering the profession when
the scientific part of medicine is booming all along the line. You are
just in time to take advantage of the new methods of diagnosis re-
cently introduced, and ivhich are being improved uponi every day.
Thanks to Pasteur and Lister, all your surgical procedures will be made
comparatively safe, providing you carry out the technique in which you
have been so thoroughly grounded. You have had exceptional oppor-
tunities for studying that comparatively new science of bacteriology,
to which we owe so much. You have been doubtless, yourselves, im-
pressed with the extraordinary contributions of this science to medical
a-t.' In fact, as y&i. ca1he on-throngh. your comparatively short. course
of study, some of the most remarkable discoveriesin bacteriology have
been made.. The subject, howiver, is only in its *budding stage; so that
you have ;entered the field in time to assist in solving the many mys-
teries vhieh still surround it.
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Further, you have been fortunate in coming to us when our labora-
tories were about coinpleted, and the facilities for practical teaching in
our hospitals more than doubled.

Every'one of you will then quickly take his place in that procession
of able, earnest men wha are striving by every means available to eman-
cipate our profession from that bondage of imperfect theories and tra-
ditional practice which has resulted in suoh disastrous consequences in
times gone by.

The profession you follow is second to none in usefulness, although
the duties devolving upon you as members thereof are certain to be
arduous and responsible. There is no profession or following which so
tends to elevate and refine its followers and toi make them examples
of good to all men. Your future will, however, depend very much on
the exercise of those qualities which are so essential to success in every
walk of life. Industry, energy, integrity, and temperance in all things,
are qualities which must form at least part of the foundation, if it be
your ambition to, build a lastin,: superstructure. Without these your
efforts will cone to naught, but possessing them, and armed with the
knowledge of the principles of your profession which you have gained
here, you may confidently expect toi.achieve a position alike creditable
to your teachers, honourable to yourselves, and useful to society.

It bas been customary, on occasions of this kind, te; make a rather
lengthened reference to .the ethics of the profession; but as you have
had opportunities of hearing, during the course of study, several admir-
able addresses on this and allied topics from members of the Faculty,
I shall take it for granted that you are ready even now to exhibit that
proper professional pride and dignity so characteristic of the true phy-
sician. Besides, you have ready access to the many codes which now
guide the conduct of the profession in this. and alnost every other
country. But a brief reference to one or two points in this connection
may not be out of place.

So far as your relations with a confrere are concerned, above all
things be charitable-be honourable. Think not of evil, far less ex-
press it. While in your keeping, guard sacredly his good name. When
occasion offers, share loyally with him the responsibilities so often
overpowering, and the like of which no other profession or business
can ever experience. Whatever reputation ycu win, let it be by fair
and open competition. Misunderstandings, constantly arise,-sowing tothe lack of appreciation of our cdde by ýthe patients themselves. For
this reason you will'have ta be ever -on the alert.-

In your intercourse with your patients generaly,hekin and for-
bearing. Cultivate gentleness of manner. There are few occasions on
which you may not assume a cheerful, hopeful, and self-reliant bearing,
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which will often do more good than the most elegant prescription.
Firmness will be demanded with a certain class of patients; but under

no circumstances be brusque. Brusqueness in the physician or surgeon
is invariably an indication of either ignorance or self-conceit. There
was a time when the rudeness of an Abernethy was tolerated in men of
remarkable ability; but that time has passed. Therefore, if you would
succeed as a practitioner in any department of medicine, be kind, con-
siderate, courteous. Courtesy makes the true gentleman. As Lord
Chesterfield said: "Prepare yourselves for the world as the athletes used
to do for their exercises; oil yc.ur minl and your manners to give them
the necessary suppleness and flexibility, which strength alone will not
do. As the fanily physician, and likewise also the family friend and
councillor, see to it that the confidence reposed in you be not destroyed
by- prattling gossip. Hold inviolate the secrets confided to your keep-
ing. Even the power of the law connot wrench them from you. There
is an impression that doctors as a class are hard-hearted. Such is not
the case. Familiarity with frightful accidents and severe operations,
as well as with disease and misery of all sorts, makes the surgeon, or
the physician, calm and self-possessed. It is very necessary that such
should be the case, but it will be found he is none the less capable of
exhibiting a full share of sympathy and pity. Your reward of merit
which you take away with you to-day, will prove of little or no
value, unless reinforced by such conduct and deportment, professional
and personal, as only befits the upright physician. Always, in decid-
ing what you will do for the patient, consider what you would have the
patient do for you, or soine dear relative, under similar circumstances.
In other words, keep ever before you the divine injunction: "Whatsoever
ye would that others should do unto you. do; ye even so to them."

Aim -to be cultivated physicians. Matthew Arnold defines culture as
"The knowledge 6f the best that has been thought and said in the
world." A cultivated man is always a broad man; as Goethe said. no
side of a man's complex nature can be safely neglected; every faculty
of the soul, the mind, and the body, should be developed to the greatest
possible extent; so that each man may attain the full power and dignity
of his nature. Throw physic to the dogs, then, occasionally. Find
some congenial pursuit, as among the treasures of English literature;
or, if books do not attract, cultivate some hobby, such as the collection
.of curios.or etchings, .or paintings, as your purse expands.

*Ti-avel when you can See as much as- pcible, especially of your,
Own country: You'r opinion will be more highly vald wlien, 'along
'with your prescription of change of air or some Spa, you re in a posi-
tion to furnish details from practical observation of.the climatic condi-
tions of the country, or the character and surroundings of the minerail
spring to which you are sending your patient.
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By all means cultivate a hobby. It will especially be found invalu-
able in declining years. I do not refer, of course, to the kind of hobby
which impels a medical man to prescribe the same remedy for every-
thing, whether it be housemaid's knee or prickly heat, or vho finds
symptons of some favorite malady in every ase. We are ail e better
for being takcii occasionally oitside the narrow field of labor which
has by accident fallen to us. Those of you who have been fortunate
enough to have had a previous university training, will, perhaps, fare
best, because no doubt a classical, mathematical and literary drilling of
the higher sort better prepares the soil for the acquisition not only of
professional knowledge, but trains the mind also for subsequent know-
ledge. Ience I aan among those who look forward to the time when
every miedical nan will be able to write B.A., or B.Sc.., as well as M.D.,
after his naine. As Dr. Eliot truly says in one of his admirable essays:
"The physician needs thorougli education, that lie may hold his own
in publie estimation with other professional men who undergo a pro-
longed and vigorous preparatory training. Social power and standing
cone with recognized cultivation; and publie confidence is given to men
who are believed to seek the truth for truth's sake, holdino themuselves
free frc-m the influence of inherited dogmas, consecrated phrases, and
preconceived opinions concerning the desirable results of current en-
guiries."

Your first duty is, undoubtedly, to your profession; but it is not rea-
sonable to expect that you shall always be mere diagnosticating and
healing machines, "grinding out opinions and advice as the grist that
cones from the mill." You have a d.uty to perform as citi.tens. Thanks
to the great advances which have been made of late years in the study
of hygiene, the physician in every co]munity has becomne practically
the only effective teacher of the principles and practice of Preventive
Medicine. You will be expected to serve on sechool committees and
boards of trustees, where your advice will be sought regarding the con-
struction and ventilation of the school house and physical training of
the young-a most important subject and one which you should study
carefully. The local boards of health will bo anxious to have your
opinion on precautions to be taken against the spread of infectious dis-
eases, on methods of disinfection, on the water supply, and on the
proper course to be adopted for the cleansing of filthy and overcrowded
tenements. A very live question which has recently loomed up is that
of tuberculosis. As you are avare; the fight-against this dread disrease
is now on. and you will be almost imnediatelyi Iu the thick of it, either
as hospital internes or as general practitioners. Týhe rne is fast ap-
proaching whîen tuberculosis will have to be handled as any other
plague. According to the reports of the Registrar-.General, no fewer
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than 41,642 persons died in Great Britain last year from pulmonary
tuberculosis alone, other forns being excluded in the estimate. A pro-
per systeni of notification and registration of this communicable and,
therefore, preventable disease, will have to be at once established every-
wlere. I notice with pleasure that the Government of South Australia
has already taken the inititative, having passed an act, in January last,
to the effect that, "Every medical practitioner attending on, or consult-
ed by, any person suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis, shall, as
soon as the fact becomes known to him, report the same to the local
board of the district in which the person resides." Provision is also
made for the inspection of cattle and meat, and the proper disinfection
of dwellings where the tuberculous bacillus is even suspected to lurk.
Milk, about which there is any doubt, can be sold only after having
been boiied for ten minutes.

The exdellent exaniple set by South Australia will, doubtless, soon be
followed by other dependencies of the Crown, and by the mother coun-
try itself. I have every reason to believe that an early attempt will be
made to bring about sinilar legislation in Canada.

The scope of preventive medicine has, of late, become so extensive
that it will probably soon have to be recognised as a specialty. In
Great Britain such is practically the case now. Thanks to the gen-
erosity of our large-hearted and open-handed Chancellor, Lord Strath-
cona and Mount Royal, the Medical Faculty of McGill is now in a posi-
tion to offer an admirable training in this subjeet; and,doubtless, a special
diploma will be issued fron that department some of these days. I
fail to see the necessity for the establishment of spLcial schools of hy-
giene, as advocated by some of our American friends.

Thus, you observe, you will be expected to take a personal interest
in the most important questions and inovements of the day; and, al-
tliough I should strongly advise yoi, as beginners, to eschew politics
altogether, I fail to see why, when you shall have reached a certain
age, and, perhaps, acquired even a moderate competency, you should
sßill refuse to take a part in the active affairs of your country, especial-
]y wlien among the most burning questions of the day are some which
members of our profession alone can intelligently handle. In the last
valedictory address, delivered by our lamiented colleague and late Dean
of this Faculty, Dr. Robert Paliner Howard, I find the following refer-
ence to this subject: «You are citizens, as, -wehl as physiciaiis. It is
very creditable to the medical men of Canada that it cannot be said of
tiem, as it, has- lately been. of their brethren in the menther country,
that by not offering -themselves for 'parliament they 'exhibit great rar-
rowness of Mind and want of sympathy with general, social and poli-
tical questions.' In our country many medical men are found devot-

565
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ing their time and abilities to legislation in the Senate and Commc.as
of the Dominion and of its several Provinces. The Lieutenant-Gover-
nor of Quebec, the President of the Council of the same Province, the
lifinister of Railways in the Federal Government, are all physicians.
Whether disch arging the duties of members of parliament, if such shal
be the lot of any of you, or the not less useful functions of physicians,
bear constantly in mind that you are members of a professioP prim-
arily devoted to the treatment of disease, but which, in harmony with
its genius, charges itself with the duty of informing society how to
preveni and quard against disease." . . . I think it quite possible
for a iedical mai to be a member of the Parliament of Canada and
still retain his self respect.

While we are on the subject of politics I trust arrangements may soon
be made whereby medical registration in Canada will be much modified
and inproved. As you are aware, a movement is on foot tQ establish
a Dominion Medical Counvil, whose license to practice shall be general
throughout the Dominion. In view of the possibility of some such
scheme becoming law within the next year, I should strongly advise
those of you who have no fixed plans to keep up your studies, with a
view to passing the examination before that board in the near future.
Tn the event of a failure of the mea.sure. and. in any Pase. T wish to
impress upon you the advisability of taking out your provincial license
as you originally intended. This will not involve any additional cost.
You ean. however, do much towar'ls the success of the scheme by ad-
vocating it in the various parts of Canada where your homes are situated,
or where you settle in practice. Make it plain that there is no inten-
tion on the part of the promoters of the measure to interfere in any
way with the rights at present enjoyed by the Provincial Licensing
Boards. Those, which so desire, vill continue as before, to examine
and issue licenses to practice in their own province. The main ob-
jects cf the movement are to improve medical educafion in Canada,
to obtain reciprocity with Great Britain, to open the whole Dominion,
and, indeed. the Empire, to deserving mon, and to break down the
1)arriers w-hii at present exist between the various provinces. Any
one cl these is, I think, deserving of your support. We shall, there-
fore. look to vou to lend us a helping hand.

Gentlemen, I will conclude this rambling address by wishing you all
God-speed. Be assured we will rejoice always in your success and be
ever proud of -any reputation you nmay -achieve.

Fare you well.



JUDICIAL BIRRORS IN LUNACY.*
BY

GEO. VILLENEUVE, M.D.,
Associate Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and Mental Diseases, Laval Univer-

sity, Montreal ; Medical Superintendent, St. Jean de Dieu Asylum,
Longue Pointe, Que.

AND

E. P. CHAGNON M.D.,
Assistant Physician, St. Jean de Dieu Asylum, Longue Pointe, Que. ; Physician to

the Notre Daine Hospital, Montreal.
The scope of this paper is limited to cases which came under the

jurisdiction of criminal courts and refers only to lunatices who have
been convicted and sentenced.

The lunatics who thus suffer punishment from the criminal oourts
may be divided into two classes.

A.
In the first class we meet with those who, though having been sub-

mitted to medical examinations and found insane, have, neverthe-
less, been convicted and sentenced, because the court paid no heed
to the opinion of the experts who testified to their irreeponsibility.
These are judicial errors which may be called intentional.

These errors have been brought up at a meeting of the British Medi-
cal Association in 1895, by eminent experts, as to England, as shown
by the following extracts from the proceedings:-

Dr. Clouston: "He thought that half of all criminals solemnly
tried and condemned to be hanged, were afterwards made out insane and
relegated to Broadmoor."

Dr. Nicholson: "The actual percentage of those committed for
murder, being reprieved was 5.6 per cent., for a perioi extending over
30 years."

Dr. Maudsley: "Injustice was undoubtedly done by a parade of
justice, condemnation and afterwards removal te, Broadmoor."

Dr. Daniel Clarke, of Toronto, gave before this Association, facts
collected in Canada. whiclh we would call very interesting if they were
not so to be regretted.

Speaking at the last meeting of this Association Dr. H. E. Allison,
of the Matteawan State Hospital for criminal lunatics, slid: <'It will
be noticed that'out of one hundred and"seventy-nine insane persons
'who have committed murder, over fifty-three per cent. 'were received

* Read at the fifty-fifth annual meeting of the American Medico-Psychologica
Assoeiation, held in New York, May, 1899.
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fron the prisons, having been convicted and sentenced for life. So
far as it is possible to judge from their histories, and from the char-
acter of their disease, at least forty per cent. of such convicted esses
were insane at the time the crime was committed. In many instances
the fact of their insanity was not recognised at the time of their trial,
but in others the plea was set upon a defence and failed."

B.

The second class comprises all those insane persons whose mental
derangement has not been recognised at the trial and have been sen-
tenced, the fact of their insanity having passed unnoticed. No medi-
cal opinion was souglit for anI.no plea of insanity was set as a de-
fence.

These are judicial errors which may be called unintentional. To
this second class of cases we shall refer exclusively .in this paper.

For some years past doctors and criminologists have been struck by
the number of unrecognised insane, condemned by the courts, and very
interesting statistics on the subject hare been published in Europe.

1.
In an essay, published in 1891, Dr. Pactet gives more than 35 ob-

servations gathered in the space of a few months, whilst he was house
physician at the special infirmary of the Prefecture of Police at Paris.

In 1892, Dr. Paul Garnier, chief physician of the infirmary of the
Paris Prefecture of Police, in his report, presented to the Anthropo-
logical Congress at Brussels, conpiled a statistical table of unrecognised
insane, who were condemned and afterwards sent from the various
prisons of the Department of the Seine to the special infirmary, in order
to undergo an examination as to their sanity.

These hnatics were numbered as follows:-
1886........... .......................... ..... 59
1887........ .. ......................... ...... 45,
1888...................... ... ............ 49
1889.... ....................... ........ ...... 37
1890..... .......................... 65

255
This table shows a total of 255 errors for a period of five years.
Dr. Eugene Thibaud, in a remarkàble :paper. published in 1896,

gives an account of the number of lunatics judicially condemned and-
aiterwards committed to the Ann's Asylum (Paris), in the service of
Dr. Magnan, from 1891 to January lst, 1896, to be as follows:-

1891 ........................................... 22
1892 .... ...................................... 17
1893................................. .. . 21
1894... ............. .................... ...... 15
1895......... .................................. 42

117
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which gives a total of 117 judicial errors for this quinquennial term.
Dr. Henry Lencs1e, in an essay publislhed in 1896, gives quite a

number of personal observations, collected during the year, of unrecog-
nised lunaties who were condemned and afternards reached the asylumn.

In 1894, at the Congress of Mental Science, held at Cleriont Fer-
rand, Dr. Henry Monod, director of Charities and Public 1-ealth of the
-Department of the Interior, gave the results of au investigation made
in France of the lunatics admitted from 1886 to 1890 inclisively, in
a certain number of asyluîms. He proves that of the 30,000 lunaties
committed to those establishments, 271 had undergone punishament
that medical examination would have prevented.

Almost similar statisties are found in Gernany. At the Waldheim
prison, of 6,276 prisoners condemned, 2.7 per cent. were lunatics. Dr.
Kihn bas statedl that under like circumsances 114 lunatics were con-
demned for different crimes.

In Scotland, the Inspector of Prisons, Mr. Frederie Hall, and Pro-
fessor Leacock found similar results (Lemesle).

We may also refer to the opinion of Dr. Allison reported above for
the State of New York.

In the Province of Quebec, we are no better situated, as is shown
by the following table compiled from the reports of the Inspectors of
Prisons and Asylums.

Received Became Transfer- Insane re- Insane
No. of insane dur. insane dur- red to maning committed

Year' prisoners. ing the ing the asur m jail the for protec-
year. year. year. end of year, the year.

1881......... 3,603 176 14 25 145
1882......... 3,459 123 f? ? 16 26
1883......... 3,250 147 I I Il 40
1884......... 3.565 133 ? %là
188M......... 3,368 39 5 33 3 16
1886.... .... 3415 52 19 24 4 i 27
1887. . 3,183 94 8 49 3 il
1888......... 3.999 56 14 53 1 30
1889........ 3960 48 13 52 0 i 27
1890......... 4280 39 20 56 1 22
1891........ 4,177 45 18 53 8
1892........ 3.478 31 0 38 O 28
l893.. 3,628 37 24 43 0 22
1894......... 4,525 50 13 44 7 14
1895......... 4,652 44 6 45 5 : 20
1896........ 4,760 34 1 47 4 21
1897. ....... 4,037 49 0 43 5 12

6, 699 1,197 155 580498

Erom 1881 to 1897 inclusively, 1,197 lunatics were, admitted to the
common jaiLs of the Province, of this number only 498, were incar-
cerated for safe keeping whilst waiting for the proper' papers to be
made out for their removal to the asylum. Deducting thie 498 cases,
who were intentionally committed as lunatics. their mental condition
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being known, there remains a total number of 699 lunaties condemned,
during a period of 17 years, that is to say, an annual average of 40 un-
recognised and condemned lunatics.

The proof that these prisoners were lunatics at the time of their
trial and sentence is tiat upon their reception in prison they were
immediately classed as lunaties. In the reports, it is stated that they
were received as insane, to distinguish them from prisoners who be-
caine insane whilst undergoing their sentence. Moreover, the most
part of them were transferred to the asylum a very short time after
their trial, or, at least, during the year of their convictica, as the
tables cited above prove. Tliey show, indeed, that there remained in
prison at the end of the year only a very limnited number of ]lunatics
and that even in certain years all had been transferred to the asylum.
But this number of 699 lunaties received in the prisons after their
trial and conviction does not certainly give the exact total of unrecog-
nised and condenned lunatics. For 155 prisoners are reported as
having become insane during the time of the detention. There is
here certainly an error of interpretation. They are evidently, for the
greater part, individuals whose insanity, after having been unrecog-
nised at the time of their trial, was not detected at the time of their
comunittal, and only becane known during the time of their deten-
tion, on the occasion of some boisterous actions.

To one of us is assigned the duty of examining tee prisoners
confinied in Montreal jail who are thouglit to be insane. This prison
alone receives alnost half, and very often more tihan half of al
the individuals. condemned in the Province of Quebec. Since 1894
not a single case was met whose insanity did not ante-date the trial
and committal.

Moreover, a certain number of condemned lunatics do not appear at
all in the above statisties, their mental state having been overlooked
not only at ihe trial, but also during the whole time of their deten-
tion. This occurs in cases where the symptoms, though indisputable,
arc not sufficiently obvious to be apparent to observers without any
special knowledge of insanity. When these cases accommodate them-
selves to prison life and are not difficult to manage, they frequently do
not cone under notice as lunatices. Also in cases where the prisoner
conceals bis insane delisions, etc., as Marandon de Montyel has reported
nuinercus cases, and pass consequently unnoticed. These cases are not
entered as lunatics in the records.

It is of no special interest to relate the history of these patients,
who belong to all classes of insane. They are reinarkable only from
the fact that they have been unrecognised by the courts and condemned,
and have been transferred to an asylui almost inimediately after their
condem nation, or after baving undergone some part of their sentence.
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.Some of these cases have been noted by one of us in, an essay upon the
legal responsibility of the insane i Canada.

However, one case appears to me worthy of relating on account of
the wording of the judge's sentence. A young woman suffering from
nystic delusions had been temporarily removed from an asyhun, where
she vas being treated. by ber faminily. who wished to take charge of lier
a time. .Two weeks after leaving the asylum she escaped from her
home and her flight was made known to the police, who were asked
to look for lier. The following niglit a constable met the young
woman, who was wandering around the streets, and arrested lier. At
the police station she clearly showed lier insaniity by saying that "she
was the daugihter of God." Brought before the magistrate, he sent
lier to prison, wording bis sentence as follows: "Whereas a young woman
"of unknown name, but who calls herself the daughter of- God, has
"been found by this court to be a vagrant, a libertine, and a night-
"walker, etc."

One of us saw lier a few days after she had been condemned, and,
on his report, she was sent back to the asylum, froi which she had
only been allowed to leave on trial.

il
The other cases tlat came inder our notice bave a much more la-

mentable aspect, for they refer to lunaties who have not only been
condemned, after having been unrecognised as sucl by the courts, but
who have been so repeatedly, or who have undergone the hard punisli-
ment of the penitentiary for several years, imprisoned ainong convicts,
and subjected to the same regime. Some even of them, after having
been found sufficiently sane to be condemned and undergo their pun-
ishment, were not julged wise enough to be able to take care of them-
selves, and were transferred to the asyluin on tIe expiration of their
sentence, in place of being given their liberty.

We will lay before you a few examples and make a few remarks on
the most striking cases.
- In the month of November, 1896, whilst inaking a visit to one
of the penitentiaries we were asked to examine certain convicts. A
few days afterwards one of us, sending the results of our examination
to the Warden of the penitentiary. wrote as follows:-

Case 1. .T. P...... .shows fixed delusions of persecution, marked
by false ideas of persecution, illusions and hallucinations of hearing.
This individual is a patient who cannc-t be suitably treated in a peni-
tenitiary. Moreover, the nature of his disease is sucli that. violent, re-
actions folloiw, which are of. such a' nature as to be sufficient Vo coim-
promise the security of the guardians and ccnvicts and disturb
order and discipline. On account of his being considered irresponsible,
the ordinary measures of restraint usually employed in the peniten-
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tiaries cannot be used with him. For all these reasons this unfor-
tunate should be transferred to a lunatie asylum.

Case No. 2. C. L...... is almost an imbecile, or, at best, weak-
minded in a very marked degree, the inconsistency of his language
betrays the want of co-ordination in his ideas, and the weakness of
his intelligence. In his case this state is permanent, and it existed
at the time he committed his crime, during his trial and when lie was
sentenced.

In consequence of the weakness of his intellect, this person should
not be held accountable for his actions. And as he consequently can-
not take care of himself, and as it is dangerous, not only for himself,
but also for others, that lie should be at large, lie should, be confMed in
a lunatic esylum until he can be liberated on condition that a proper
watch is kept on him to prevent a repetition of the same acts.

Case No. 3. A. P ..... The same remarks applied to this patient.
H1e is of weak mind, irresponsible, and incapable of taking care of him-
self. He should be confned in an asylum. Ris malady is due to
an arrest of his intellectual development.

Case No. 4. T. C ..... is au imbecile. Ris intelligence shows much
to be wanting. He is irresponsible and not able to take care of him-
self.

Case No. 5. H. L..... shows mental enfeeblement in a marked de-
gree. In lis case it is either congenital or terminal. He, moreover,
shows delusions (false ideas of persecution) and sensorial troubles
(hallucinations of hearing and of general sensibility). These delu-
sions and hallucinations were pre-existent to his crime, and certainly
existed at the time of lis trial; le then also showed the same intel-
lectual weakness. This patient slio-uld be transferred to and kept in an
asylim, until all the delusions which now trouble him have disappeared,
or given lis liberty when sufficient guarantee is given that he will be
vell watchedl, so that he will be prevented from repeating his former

crimes.
Case No. 6. P. D......is weak-minded, and has delirious ideas and

hallucinations of hearing. This weak-mindedness is probably due to
an arrest of intellectual developnent. This is a permanent and de-
finite state, existing previous to lis crime and trial. This person
should be transferred to a lunatie asylum. He should not be given
his liberty unless the assurance was also given that he would be well
watched and prevented from doing harm.

As can 'be seen, all the patients whom I have :medioned, with
the exception of T. P., who is suffering from a fixed de-
lirium of persecution, show a inarked degree of weakness of the intel-
lect, probably due, for most of them, to an arrest of intellectual de-
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velopment. This intellectual weakness is a permanent state,
it is the manner of life of the individual; it was anterior to the crimes
committed; it existed at the time of thoir trial, just as it exists at pre-
sent. That is to say, that they are individuals who have not enough
intelligence to understand the nature of their acts, nor the conse-
quences thereof, nor to resist the impulses of their weaked inclina-
tions. These persons were evidently incapable of conducting their de-
fence on account of their mental state.

Al these individuals were condemned to several years of detention
in the penitentiary, and they had been at the time undergoing their pun-
ishment for a certain time. We do not know what became of
:ilheni all, but the sending of one of them, viz., C. L., the second men-
tioned above, to St. Jean do Dieu Asylumi gives us an opportunity of
relating his strange story, which one of us presented to the authori-
ties in the following report.

"I believe it to be my duty to send you a special report on the case
of C. L., admitted to the asylum on roveimber 21. 189 7, froin the
Kingston Penitentiary. This patient was admitted to Beauport
Asylun on June 20, 1879. After 14 ycars confinement he escaped fron
the asylum, August 13, 1893. On the 22nd August, viz., nine days
,after his escape, he w-as met near a barn that was on fire, and imme-
diately arrested on suspicion of having set it on fire. TYhe following
day, August 23, lie was brought before the Police Magistrate at Mont-
real, and, after the testimony of some witnesses, lie was remanded to
stand his trial before the Court of Queen's Bench. On September 29
following, he was fourni giilty of the crime of which ho was accused.,
by a jury in the Court of Qucen's Bench, and sentenced to live years
imprisonment in the penitentiary. In the nionth of October, 1896,
on the occasion of a casual visit to the penitentiary, I met C. L......
I examined him and found that he was an inbecile. I left a report to
this effect in the hands of the warden. It was after that visit that
C. L. was transferred to the insane department of Kingston peniten-
tiary, but he had already undergone more than three years of his pun-
ishment.

It is really astonishing that an imbecile, escaping from a lunatic
asylum, where he had been confined for 14 years, who was incapable
of reasonable conversation, could, a few days after his escape from the
asylum, be brought before the criminal court without exciting any
suspicion as to his mental condition. The witnesses, who gave evi-
dence.at the trial could not swear to anything, except the fact alone that
hli had' nùade .'threats. and had .been seen near the barn after the dis-
covery of ·the~fire, but they 'all recalled-lis incoherent: talk and lhis
strange imanner of acting, which dréw' their attention to him. The
following account of his previo.us hitory was very kindly given me by
Dr'. Vallee, medical superintendent of the Quebec Asylum."
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Dr. Vallee, writing to us, said:--"At the time of C.L.'s commitment
to Beauport Asylum, he 'was classed as a chronic maniac, but he was
always very weak-minded, and he was remarkably weak intellectually
when lie escaped. This is just what astonishes me most, how he
could have appeared before a court of justice, without drawing at-
tention to his condition." The medical certificate of commitment,
made out in 1879, states that the patient had always shown symptoms
of imbecility, but that for the past three years his condition was ag-
gravated by signs of excitement, with threats of violence and murder.
In C. L. the skull was remarkably narrowv laterally, the face asym-
metrical, the ears small and deformed, the countenance without ex-
pression. He had, without doubt, the appearance of an imbecile. His
conversation was incoherent and restricted to & very limited range of
childisli ideas; he had but a very imperfect idea of timne and place;
his memory was very defective, and he had never been able to learn
how to read or write.

Case No. 7. D. T . , 35 years of age. Summary. General
paralysis; convicted 18 times in the space of four years. Died in pri-
son.

Case No. 8. X ...... Summary. An imbecile condemned to three
years in the penitentiary. On the expiration of his sentence, trans-
ferred to the asylum, because he was not found intelligent enough to
take care of himself, seeing that he was a stranger and had no person
to look after him. He was certainly in the same condition when he
was sentenced, and he should from the first have been sent to the
asylum.

Case No. 9. Summary. A. T ...... was examined after he had
left the penitentiary, where he ad served a five years' sentence. He
showed a considerable weakness of the intellectual faculties, marked by
his incoherent langnage. After looking into his case it was found that
lie was insane previous to his conviction, being sentenced when he was
evidently insane with delusions. And his faculties tecame enfeebled
(terminal dementia) during his detention.

Case No. 10. Summary. Delusions of wealth and greatness. Con-
demned to two years in the penitertiary, and one month in prison.
Irresponsibility.

J. N. G...... was arrested on March 16, 1896, for refusing to pay
his cab fare, and sentenced to one month in prison. Whilst in prison
he had such ridiculous ideas of fabulous wealth that the warden asked
one of us to exaniine his mental: condition.

J. N. G .. v.. ïras 78 years' ot age "After -loking into -his past
record, we found that he hàd' already, the 3rd Marich, 1892, Lindergóne
a term of two years' punishniënt in thé penitentiary for^falsep-'pre-
tences. He had made a purehase, in payment for which he had given
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a cheque on a bank where he had no funds. The explanation he
gave of his manner of .acting, was as follows:--"It is really possible
'tat at the time I had no money in this bank, but they had only to
present the cheque at a neighbouring bank.... When Vanderbilt gives
his cheque it is honoured at all banks, whether lie has money there or
not." We do not know if this defence is the same as ho gave before
the court, but of one thing we are certain, he was condemnned.

Wbilst in the penitentiary he entertained everybudy about his fabu-
lous wealth, his gold mines worth millions, about his wonderful inven-
tions, to such a degree that lie became a source of disorder. "Hlad it
"not been for the short time lie was to remain here," the warden wrote
us, "it would have been necessary to transfer him to an asylum."

After leaving the penitentiary this same delusion continued until
his second arrest. Relying on the testimony of the expert, the authori-
ties had him transferred to an asylum. In April, 1899, lie wrote a
letter to a friend promising him six million pounds, if lie would aid hlim
in escaping.

We have little doubt but that at the time of his first condemnation
J. N. G. was a lunatic, and lie should have been sent to the asylum in-
stead of being committed to the penitentiary.

Case No. 11. Summary. Epilepsy, ambulatory automatism;
15 times condemned to the common jail. Irresponsibility.

John M...... was condemned for being drunk on August 29, 1892,
to 15 days in the common jail. This was the first of a series of fifteen
commitments for drunkness, vagrancy or assault, fortunately ending
in a convulsive attack a few days after his last commitment to three
months in prison, the 4th of November, 1895. This convulsive attack,
followed by phenomena out of the ordinary, at length gave a hint, and
we were immediately ordered to proceed to a mental examination of
the patient.

John M...... was 52 years of age, and a cooper by trade. He
originally came from Newfoundland, but was a resident of Montreal for
the past 26 years. He was a good workmàn, father of seven children,
all well brought up, and until the 29th August, 1892, lie had never com-
mitted an offence. Though le sometimes used alcoholic liquors, he
never abused them; in fact, lie was never drunk. He denied any
family history of insanity or nervous disease. He showed a slight
facial irregularity, the right side being a little more developed than the
left.,

For, five or six' ears previous the first synîptoms of hissiciess:mani-
festedethemselves by'loss of:consciousness,"follòwed by 'a crisis-of maniia-
cal excitemént, afterwards,; at intervals of inore or» les 'duration, by
convulsive crises and loss of ccnsciousness, all 'or nearly ail accom-
panied or followed by morbid phenomena.
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Many times lie found himself in the police cell, accused of drunk-
ness, when lie had left home in a state of perfect sobriety. Many times
lie found himself far from the locality where lie had intended to go and
in places where lie had no reason to be. One morning he woke up in
prison: he had been arrested, hlad undergone his trial, and had been
condenned, without being conscious of the fact.

We have. then, in this case, ennvulsive vrisis, loss of memory, ambu-
latory automatisi. And we certainly attribute each of the pretended
crimes fo.r which lie was sentenced, to a morbid state of mind due to
epilepsy.

We must naturally come to the conclusion of irresponsibility in this
case, and it is surprising that the court should have refused to accept
the sworn testimony that a friend wished to give, viz.: that John M....
was an epileptic. John Mý[. has since been transferred to St. Jean de
Dieu Asyliu.

III.

We see from the above reports and figures that judges, left to their
own resources, have been unable to detect insanity in a number
of obvious cases, notwithstanding their universally acknowledged per-
spicacity, carefulness, fairness and learning, to which we wish to render
a well-nerited tribute.

It is also shown that lunatics have escaped notice in jails and peni-
tentiaries.

From these facts we feel justified to draw the following conclusions:

CoNCLUSIoN.

1. It follows, froin what we have just said, that judges are very often
unable to appreciate rightly the mental condition of the prisoners
brought before them for trial, because they are strangers to the special
knowledge of medicine.

2. They should then consider it as one of the duties of their office,
to order a medical examination of the mental state of the prisoners,
when the circurnstances of the crime committed my them, their attitude
or their past history point to a defective mental condition.

3. On every occasion, when the defence alleges the irresponsibility
of the prisoner, they should order a thorough and independent medical
examination, covering all the aspects oi the case.

4. They should confide this examination to those who have made a
special study of this branch of science.

5. The jail physicians should examine all prisoners immediately after
their reception, and report to the magistrate all those who show any
doubtful mental condition.
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GRAVES' DlSEASE, WITH A REPORT OF THE SUCCESSFU
TREATMENT OF A CASE.*

BY

Ro3INsoN Cox, M.D., of Upper Stewiacke, Nova Scotia.

in undertaking ta read a paper on Graves' disease, I do not presume
to oi'er anything new or to give a satisfactory explanation of the sin-
gular combination of symptoms usually found associated together in
this troublesome nalady; buf having had a case under my care for the
last eigh teen nonths 1 propose to refer to some of the main features
of the disease and glance at a few of the many theories that have been
brought forward to account for them, touching upon some of the vari-
ous plans of treatment which have been tried to counteract their in-
fluence. I hope that in the discussion which may folloiw, some ideas
inay be gathered from the experience of others whieh will be found
helpful in the future.

Under the name of Graves' Disease or Exophthalmic Goitre we desig-
nate a group of synptoms, the chief of which are increased size of the
thyroid gland, an accelerated pulse, and exophth ahnos-protrusion of
the eye-balls. A number of other disturbances are usually met with,
chiefly in the nervous and circulatory systems, but these are usually
secondary and not characteristic cfd the disease.

Exophthalmic goitre has been recognisend and more or less accurately
described for more than half a century, but up to the present time the
researches of the best pathologists have failed to give a rational and
satisfactory explanation of its main features. ProfessQr Osler, of Johns
Hopkins, speaks of it as "-a singular disease arising from an unknovn
cause." .As early as 1825, Pavy described some cases of the disease undeir
the designation of "an enlargement of the thyroid gland in connection
with enlargement and palpitation of the heart." but among eight cases
reported by him, exophthalmos is mentioned in only one. The Ger-
mans claim that Basedow was the first to accurately describe the dis-
case, in 1840, while the English usually assign the credit of the dis-
covery to Graves. From that time to the present many widely different
theories have been advanced to account for it. Mcst of the observers,
such as Graves and Basedow and their contemporaries as well as many
since their tiine, sought 'to .find the essentiaI cause in a nioiid state
of the system like tliat of 'hlorosis, while others consideréd theheart
the point of origin. Later observers, for the most part, have regarded

* Read befoÏe the annual meeting of the Nova Scotia Medical, Society; July 5th,1899.
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the disease as being altogether due to neurotic causes. During the last
decade, some of the best of modern pathologists have sought to find
a solution of the strange trio of syiptoms which form the cardinal
features of the disease, on the theory that tlhey all arise as a result of a
general toxSmia of the system due to the abscirption of septie material
from the intestinal canal and caused by iimperfect digestion and mal-
assimilation of food. And when we remeiber that gastro-intestinal
irritation is an almost constant and most troublescane featurc. in most
cases of Graves' disease, as it has been in the case under my own obser-
vation, we are inclined to hope that a satisfactory solution of the cuuse
cf tie disease will eventually be found along this line of investigation.

A theory of the disease, to deserve the name, should be able to de-
rive all the symnptoms, or at least the cardinal ones, from a common
source; so far this has never been done. An attempt has frequently
been made to show that the other symptoms depend upon the struma
or goitre, and many arguments have been advanced in support of the
theory that the disease is virtually due to an excessive thyroid secretion,
and therefore essentially a thyroid secretion toxomia. Doubtless, the
excessive thyroid secretion, when present, influences the other symptoms,
but it merely aggravates- the symptoms which it did not cause, just as
starch and sugar in the diabetic diet aggravate the disease whicli these
articles do not cause. But the goitre is by no means the first symptom
in the majority of cases, and hence cannot be regarded as the cause of
the others.

The most generally accepted theory in the past of the struma or
goitre, has been a hypermia of the thyroid gland owing to paralysis
of the vaso-motor nerves running in the cervical sympathetie. In sup-
port of this view we have the following conditions which are usually
present:-strong pulsations of the small branches of fhe carotid, the
rapid growth of the tumour, the perceptible pulsations of the thyroid
arteries, and the abnormal development of the thyroid arteries and
veins, as shown by the pathological anatomy of the disease; but that
these conditions are due to a paralysis of the sympathetic is as yet a
matter of question. There is, moreover, as yet no experimental proof
that section of the sympathetic can produce struma.

Exophthalmos, the second cardinal symptom, usually makes it ap-
pearance soon after flie struma; in a few cases it has been seen first.
It is almost without exception bilateral. Sometimes. it makes its ap7
pearance in one eye eàrlier than the other and often it is not equally
developed on both sides. In some cases it is wholly ,wanting. In de-
grée, the exophhalmos varies greatly; sometimes there is, but slight
prominence of the eyeball, at other times the protrusion is se great
that no part of the globe is covered by the èyelids,-and even disloca-
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tion of the globe may occur. The exophthalmos is generally regarded
as a mechanical protrusion of the eyeball due to venous hypcremia
and increased development of fat in the cellular tissue of the orbit.
The results of .ophthalmoscopic examination seem to justify the as-
sumption of venous hyperumia, and the increased deposit of retro-
bulbar fat has been directly proved by a series of autopsies. but when
we ask why we have venous congestion and increase of orbital fatty
tissue, we are at a loss for a satisfactory answer.

The third cardinal symptom of Graves' disease to .be noticed, is ac-
eelcration of the heart's action. This symptom is usually the first to be
developed. For a long time it was supposed to be due to anomia, but
this view has now but few supporters. That it is due, as some have
supposed, to a primary disease of the heart is also unsupported by evi-
dence. The bulk of evidence among pathologists of the last twenty
years, tends to shew that it is caused by disturbance of the function
of the cervical sympathetic. It is well known that irritation of the
sympathetic will increase the action of the heart, and if we could as-
sume a condition of permanent irritation in any group cf nerve fibres,
this view would in a large measure explain the increase in the heart's
rate. Friedreich has attempted a somewhat different explanation. He
thinks that the vaso-motor nerves that originate from the sympathetic
are in a state cf paralysis, which produces a dilatation of the coronary
arteries and causes an increased flow of blood to the muscle of the heart,
and so an increased action of that organ. This view, however, does not
differ essentially from the former; for the branches of the sympathetic
which support the heart are commonly supposed to have the function
of transferring the excitement coming from their centre to the ganglia
of the heart. Another hypothesis worSth mentioning is that of Roben,
who considers that the goitre exerts pressure on the sympathetie, caus-
ing both exophthalmos and acceleration of the heart. This view is
supported by several German pathologists of repute, but it is contra-
dicted by the fact that goitre often appears at the same time as the
exQphthalmos, or even years after it, and in some cases is altogrether
wanting. Besides, the ordinary cystie goitre, that often occurs en-
demically and is often harder and bulkier than that of Graves' disease,
produces no; exophthalnos, and in cases where compression of the sym-
pathetic is proved to exist, the exophthalmos is wholly wanting. More-
over, exophthalmos does not diminish in proportion toi the diminution
of the goitre, as would be expected .if it ,w'ere dué to the, effct- of pres-
sure. Thus- we see that .the demand for a theòry of the-disease that
will satisfactorily account for all the symptoms lhas net 'yèt -been sup-
plied.

The theory of systemic infection by the absorption of poisonoius ma-
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terial from the intestine, is advocated at the present time by patholo-
gists of high repute, and a plan of treatinent, based on this theory, is
being adopted by many practitioners, and with highly satisfactory re-
siilts. The history of.the case already referred to as under my own ob-
servation supports this idea. It is as follows:-

About eighteen months ago, I was consulted by a lady suffering
from what were clearly the symptoms of Graves' disease. She had a
good family history, was 29 years of age, married, and the mother of
one child, then fifteen months old. The goitie, that led her to seck
my advice, was quite prominent, but nct more so than the exophthal-
mos. The pulse rate was 135 per minute and the eyeballs protruded
from their orbits with a staring appearance. There were great prostra-
tion of strength, loss of appetite, and on the slightest exertion, pro-
fuse perspirations. I followed what appeared to be the natural indica-
tion as far as the heart's action was concerned, and ordered complete
rest with arterial sedatives, commencing with digitalis, and the use of
iodine externally. This treatment I -was obliged to discontinue in a
few days owing to increased nausea and diarrhea. I then tried in suc-
cession nost of the arterial sedatives, such as strophanthus, convallaria,
spartein, etc., but all caused more or less increase in the gastro-intestinal
irritation, while none of them had the slightest effect in controlling
the heart's action. I then gave potassium iodide and also acid hy-
drochlor., but with no benefit whatever. I then put my patient on thy-
roid extract, partly for the sake of being in the fashion and partly in
the hope of deriving some benefit from it, but soon had reason to re-
gret having made the experiment, as it not orly was of no benefit what-
ever, but was of positive injury. At this stage Dr. W. S. Muir, of
Truro, kindly saw the case with me and suggested, as a result of Lis
own experience, the use of intestinal antiseptics. His suggestion was
at once acted upon and the patient given salicylate of bismuth com-
bined with salol, with an. occasional mild mercurial purge to keep the
intestinal canal free and as nearly antiseptic as possible. The diet con-
sisted largely of milk and eggs, no meat of any kind, fruit, or vegetables,
being given. This treatment, combined with absolute rest in bed and
followed up for six weeks produced a decided imprcvement in all the
symptoms of the disease. The intestinal irritation, which had be-
come a most serious feature of the case, was first relieved. Following
this, there was soon a reduction of the enlarged thyroid gland. In
twelve weeks the- pulse raté was reduced from 140 to 100 per miute.
The exophthalinos- was -the last of the three iain synptoms to show
signi of improvement. In four months she was able to be c:ut. of bed
and go about the house without any apparent injurious'effects. She
continued taking small doses of salicylate of bismuth and salol for sev-
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eral weeks after she left her bed. The improvement in lier general
health and strength continued without interruption, and now, for the
last six months and more, she has been attending to her usual duties
about a farin horuse with case and confort. When I saw lier last, a
few days ago, her pulse w-as 82 per minute, strong and regular, lier eyes
had a perfect.ly natural appearance, and it required very close examina-
tion to distinguish any thyroid enlargement.

i do not say the case is eured, as I ami well aware that relapse of lier
former condition is probable, but the improvement has been so great
and the success of this plan of treatiment lias been so far in excess of
all others, that it certainly deserves trial in similar cases, and also
strongly suggests the idea that in the disorders of .the gastro-intestinal
tract may ultimately be found the hitherto unexplained cause of this
very serious and often fatal disease.



THE MANAGEMENT OF A SANATORIUM.*

BY

W. H. JAmiEsos, M.D.,
Resident Physician, Adirondack Cottage Sanitariuni. Saranac Lake, New York.

Though much attention has of late been directed towards the pre-
vention and treatment of tuberculosis,-in both of which sanatoria
play so important a part,- to one not haviug made a study of such in-
stitutions, the executive details must be more or less unfamiliar. For
this reason some personal observations on the management of a sana-
toriun may be of interest, and I hope that I may be pardoned if I
confie my remarks chiefly to the administration of the Adirondack
Cottage Sanitarium, which, from its past record, may be taken as the
type of a successful establishment of this nature. To Dr. E. L. Tru-
deau belongs the credit of having established the first institution in
America for the treatment of incipient tuberculosis in persons of mod-
erate means, and in the year 1884 the Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium
was founded, Dr. Trudeau by personal appeals having collected enough
money to build one small cottage and a wing of the intended main
building. From this beginning it has steadily grown, till now it is
quite a settlement, consisting of twenty-seven buildings, twenty-two of
whicli are cottages, and affording accommodation for 100 patients.

Before proceeding to describe the sanatorium in detail, it would be
perhaps well to say a few words as to the physical conditions of the
locality. The sanatorium is situated on the slope of a hill about 1,750
feet above sea-level, and is distant about one a half miles from
the village of Saranac Lake, which is about 100 feet lower. Though
in the heart of the Adirondacks, it is easily accessible. The climate
is cool and stimulating, having an average mean temperature of
41.5°F. and, owing to its elevation, the thermometer shows a con-
siderable range, this averaging 22.5°F. The winter is cold and dry
and there is a moderate snow fall. In summer. the days are warm, but
with few exceptions not uncomfortably so, and the nights are cool.
There is a fair proportion of cloudy and rainy days, but the soil being
sandy and porous and the country hilly, the resulting dampness is but
transitory, the beneficial effects from the purification of the air mucli
over-balancing the discomfort caused by the rain. For this and other
reasons the air is remarkably pure, tests having shown the presence
of but few bacteria, moulds béing most .commonly found.

1 Being a contribution to a discussion on the "-Prevention, and Cure of Tuber-
culosis," at the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, 17th April, 1899.
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I will now proceed briefly with a detailed description of the sana-
torium. The main or administration building is a large three-storied
structure and contains on the ground floor, besides the large entrance
hall, the dining room, general sitting room, and office, in which the
business affairs of the institution are conducted. The dining room is
a large well-lighted room and has a seating capacity for about 120 pa-
tients. In this building are also the examining and waiting rooms
for patients, the dispensary, and a suite of apartments occupied by the
superintendent; and in a wing are servants' quarters, kitchen, etc.;
while on the third floor are bedrooms for a limited number of patients.
Built into the walls of the waiting rooms and corridors are small re-
ceptacles, closed and opened at will, eaeh containing a cuspidor, which,
we'n not called into requisition, is hiddeu from sight. This plan is
adopted where necessary and no large cuspidors are seen anywhere in
the establishment. Adjacent to the administration building is the in-
firmary, a large two-storied cottage, comfortable and well-equipped,
where any patient whose condition necessitates it, receives the closest
attention, being under constant medical supervision and .having the
services of a trained nurse by day or night.

The cottages, with one exception, are one-storied buildings and ac-
commodate from two to nine patients, the majority have a capacity of
from four to five, the more recent being built for four, this arrange-
ment having provòd the most satisfactory. Each cottage has a roomy
verandah, well sheltered from the wind by a wood and glass screen,
and here the patients pursue the out-door treatment even in the most
severe weather. In direct communication with the verandah is a large
and well-furnished sitting room and opening off this is a bedroom for
eaeh patient. The walls between the sitting rooms and bedrooms
being only seven feet in heiglit, leave an open space above by means
of which free ventilation to each room is established; the fresh air
after being admitted to the cottage by open transoms above the roof
of the verandah, is warmed by its passage through the central sitting
room, and enters the bedrooms in this condition. Between each bed-
room the separating wall reaches to the ceiling, thus assuring privacy
to every patient. It is perhaps needless to say that in each cottage the
patients are of one sex. The other buildings, naimely, the cottage of
the resident physician, chapel, library, and recreation pavilion, can
be but mentioned as the necessity for brevity prevents any detailed
description.

The method. of heating in the main building, infirmary, cottage of
the resident physician, and the inore recent cottages, is by..hot ,water.
They are also suppli.ed with bathroom aTid water eloset. and ths sys-
tem is being.gradually adopted in the older cottages, which had pire-
vioasly been heated by means of a stove in the central sitting room
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and had no water supply. The plumbing and sanitarv arrangemieuts
are most modern, and the sanatorium is lighted throughout by elec-
tricity, the power being furnished from the village of Saranac Lake.
The water supply is excellent, and precautions against fire are ob-
served, there being numerous hydrants with good pressure throughout
the grounds, and the main building has a special equipinent for this
emergency.

The governing body is composed of a board of trustees, of which
Dr. Trudeau is president. There are four examining physicians, and
under the supervision of Dr. Trudeau. the resident physician, and an
assistant attend to the medical duties of the institution and sec that
the treatment is faithfully carried out by the patients. The business
affairs of the sanatorium are conducted under the management of the
superintendent, Mrs. Miller.

Each patient is examined on entrance, the treatment prescribed and
the case classified, a fuli record being entered in the case book. This
examination is repeated at stated interva-s and the condition carefully
noted. The sputum and urine are thoroughly examined in all in-
stances, an2. in rare cases., where, after the usual methods of examina-
tion, doubt exists as to the diagnosis of tuberculosis, the tuberculin
test is made use of, this being a very valuable aid and quite unattended
by any harmful effects. As an auxiliary method in the early diagnosis
of tuberculosis, steps have been taken to have an X ray outfit pro-
vided. Great care in regard to the disposal of the expectoration is
insisted on, and when the patients are told that the reason for this is
the danger of infecting themselves and others, they are willing to use
every precaution in this respect and the education thus acquired is a
very important one from a prophylactie point of view both in and
outside of the sanatorium. Cuspidors are supplied free of charge.
The discipline is not severe, though the rules are enforced, and it
would seem that from the liberty allowed the patients, the monotony
of treatIent is to a certain extent removed and they are more cheerful
than would be the case under more rigid discipline. The length of
stay »in the sanatorium-is limited to one year, the average being about
nine months.

Treatnent. The essential principles of the treatment consist of life
in the open air supplemented with a nourishing diet, drugs playing a
minor part and being used only as adjuncts where indicated. Each
patient is required to remain daily for eight to ten hours in the open
air, most of the time at rest, the amount of exercise varying with the
condition of the 'patient. v Excessive exercise in, any case. s not per-
mitted and' getting out òf 'breath or actual fatigae muet be avoided.
It:is one of 'the -duties of the. resident physician to- see that this treat-
ment is faithfully carried out.
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Breathing exercises are considered harmful where there are evidences
of any activity of the disease process, as it is thought that from a
rational standpoint the inflammation in the diseased part of the lungs
is increased by the stretchIng due to the forced inspirations, this in-
flammation as in any other portion of the body requiring rest that it
may subside. Besides this, the danger of tearing down pleuritic ad-
hesions in the process of formation and the starting up of a fresh
pleurisy must be considered.

In the cases with moderate fever, walking to the administration
building for meals or treatment is allowed, but otherwise they are
kept at rest in the open air. Where there is a more marked degree
of pyrexia, absolute rest in the recumbent or semi-recumbent position
is insisted on, and these cases are cared for in the" infirmary, being
carried out to the open air on couches when the weather is favorable.
• A point one eau hardly help noticing as remarkable is the rapid
subsidence of the temperature under this treatment, a few days in the
open air often bringing a febrile temperature down to normal or near-
ly so.

It is, of course, of prime importance that the clothing should be
suitable, and this receives careful attention. Excessive wrapping up
during the cold weather is not encouraged, as while in-doors the pa-
tient is apt to become overheated, and when leaving a warm room to
sit outside is very apt to become chilled. Wool is worn next the skin
both winter and summer, the weight varying with the season. The
patients are weighed every two weeks and the weigfits recorded, the
majority showing a gain from time to time.

The diet is varied and abundant and.in this sanatorium consists of
three full meals, largely composed of proteids and fats, which are
served in the large dining hall of the administration building as fol-
lows:-Breakfast at 8 a.m., dinner at 1' p.m., and supper at 6 p.m.,
the heaviest meal being taken in the middle of the day. Meat is sup-
plied at each meal. Great care is observed in the choice and prepara-
tion of the food, and the patients with very few exceptions eat very
heartily and do not suffer from indigestion. Though this care in regard
to the diet is observed, it is not customnary for the resident physician
to pay a morning visit to each patient, prescribing the individual diet
for the day as 'is the' rule in some of the European sanatoria. With
the class of patients admitted to this sanatorium such careful selec-
tion of food would seem unnecessary; those requiring this strict care
are treated in the. infirmary, where, under medical supervision, the
diet and treatmentý ar. adapted :to »suit th' s.ecial. cirumstances. . In
addition to the three meals 'previousln meitioned,' man a rtake of re-
freshments between times, this- usually consisting of, a' glass -of. milk,
egg-nog, or a raw egg. The quantity of .milk .and egg 'consumed is
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large, ninety-five quarts of milk being supplied daily to the sanatorium
besides that obtained from seven good milking cows, the property of
the institution. It is needless to say that all these cows have been
subjected to the tuberculin test with negative results. In this connec-
tion it may be of interest to state that of 240 head of cattle fron this
district not one gave evidence of tuberculosis under the careful appli-
ëation of the tuberculin test in the hands of a skilled vcterinarian.

The medicinal treatment, as previously mentioned, is of secondary
importance and need be but briefly referred to. It consists of the
usual tonies, such as the various preparations of iron, arsenic, cod liver
oil, creosoe in small doses, strychnine, etc. Alcohol is rarely pre-
scribed aid is only used in those cases where there is weakness, loss of
appetite, and fever. Among the special conditions requiring treat-
ment are cough, night sweats, homorrhage, loss of appetite, constipa-
tion, etc. The cough, if not distressing, requires no special treat-
ment, but when such is indicated some sedative such as codeine is
used. Night sweats, if severe, are treated with cold sponging, atro-
pine, dilute mineral acids, agaracin, strychnine, etc.; atropine being
perhaps the most useful. Homorrhage is treated with absolute rest,
morphine, or codeine, tincture of digitalis, extract of hydrastis Cana-
densis, ice, and if severe, ligation of the extremities. For loss of ap-
petite, nut vomica is most commonly made use of, either alone or com-
bined with an alkali, as soda bicarbonate; other bitter tonics and di-
lute nitro-muriatic acid are also among. the agents resorted to. Con-
stipation, which is quite common, is relieved by the use of some laxa-
tive such as cascara, aloin, ·strychnine and belladonna, or the simple
remedy of drinking a glassful of hot or cold waîer at bed time and
the first thing in the morning.

The tuberculin treatment with its modifications has been used for
some years, the class of case chosen being that which is afebrile, well-
nourished, and in whose sputum is found the tubercle bae'Is. This
treatment is carefully carried out, the quantity very grad:u.lly in-
creased, and any distinct reaction is avoided. Under these conditions
in no case is harni done, and though it is difcult to say positive'iythat
this treatment is beneficial, still, the results would lead one to infer
that the tendency to an early'relapse is less in those who have been
thus treated. Hydrotherapy is limited to cold sponging.

The results of treatment as will be seen by the annual report for
1898 are eminently satisfactory, and the last few years show an im-
provement over the former ones, due possibly to improved plant and
-meth6ds, .and also..to- thé faèt' that more" eaily.and favorable cases. are-
rcDeived, thoughih this last respéct there is still inuch to be desired.
.ir.' Trudeau, in a communiction "to the Practitioner for February,
1899, tabulates the resulIts 'of treatment for the two years 1897 and
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1898 for 203 patients who remained an average of nine months (those
renaining less than three months are put in a separate class) as fol-

lows:-

Condition of patient when Appar- Disease Im- Unin Died.
adlmitted. end- arrested. proved. proved.

75'incipient cases ......... 65 16 2 2 ..........
84 «advanced casss......... 15 38 19 il 1
44far-advanced cases..... .......... 7 19 13 4

Total. 203 70 71 40 26 6

Thus it will be seen that of 75 incipient cases, 55 were apparently
cured, a percentage a trifle over 73; while in 84 advanced cases, only
15 were apparently cured, a percentage or under 18; and of the 44 far
aclvanced cases, there was not one apparently cured. This is a very
striking comparison and is made to show the great importance of an
carly diagnosis and treatment in pulmonary tuberculosis.

As regards the cost of maintenance, I cannot do better than refer
t. the foot-note in the Treasurer's report for the year 1898, which I
will quote verbatim:-

" T he total number of hospital days at the sanatarium for the past
" year vas 30,912, or 4,416 weeks. The total receipts from patients,

-" inchiding the $1,071.57 received from the Trustec of the Free Bed
"t Fund. were $24,563.91. The running expenses were $32,425.36, or
" $7,761.45 more than the receipts from patients, this excess being
" paid for out of the contributions to the general fund. The cost per
CC week for each patient was $6.75¾, or $1.75t more than the regular

charge per week ($5.00)."
As will be seen by this statement, there is a loss of $1.75î on each

patient, and this, I may say, is less than in any previous year. (In
comparing this cost with that of any other sanatoria, if is only fair to
say that the medical director receives no remuneration). The defici-
ency is made up annually by contributions from friends of the insti-
tution.

1-aving endeavored to describe some of the details of the manage-
ment of one of the cottage sanatoria, it may be of interest to compare
briefly the cottage and barracks systems. Both of these have their
advocates, and while in European countries the barracks system (in
which they house under one roof, 100 or more patients) is the most
popular, in this country the cottage system meets with much more
favor. While personally favoring-the latter, itinust beadmitted that
each bas advantages not possessed by ile. -other. -Tlie:.chief advantge
of the barracks system is that it is less expensive -to bnild and main-
tain. Another, but less important one, is that the patients are under
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direct and constant supervision, and consequently can be more easily
controlled.

On the other hand, the chief advantages possessed by the cottage
system are:-

(1) The patients are less crowded together, and consequently the
hygienie conditions are less likely to suffer. This is a very important

point.
(2) Where there is an infirmary attached, as there should be in

every cottage sanatorium, the separation of the sick from the well can
be better carried out.

(3) Patients have the comparative seclusion of their cottages with
daily short walks in the open air to their meals

In brief, the cottage system has really only one advantage in its ap-
plication to selected cases, and that is its expense, while its advantages
largely over-balance this. Thus, in the treatment of the more early
cases or those in whom permanent benefit may be looked for, the cot-
tage system is certainly much to be preferred. But where the rest
treatment is strictly carried out and where rigid discipline is enforced,
as in many of the European sanatoria, the barracks system would be
more suitable. In sanatoria, also, where all stages of the disease are
admitted the barracks system would be indicated; but this indiscrim-
inate admission of all stages of the disease to one sanatorinam should
not be practised, and it is now generally conceded that there should
be icparate institutions for hopeless cases.

Ju state sanatoria for the consumptive poor, a compromise between
the cottage and barracks systems would appear, perhaps, to offer the
greatest advantages. This modification consists in having a number
of pavi-ions, preferably of one storey, with a separate room for each
patient and capable of accommodating about twenty-five, each being
joined to the administration building by a covered passage. This or
a somewhat similar plan has been suggested by Knopf in his thesis,
"Les Sanatoria: Traitment et Prophylaxie de la Phthisie Pulmonaire."
Another plan of sanatorium which offers as its chief attraction econ:
omy, consists of an administration building with one-storied pavilions
containing a number of rooms, each opening into a verandah running
the length of the building. This would be an effective though not a
particularly imposing plan,. but if substantially constructed would
serve as a permanent institution.

In the «United States, the necessity for doing something for the
consumptive poor has been recognised, and movements are on foot
to establish sanat6iia in ,thë differèt states.. .Massàcliiuselts hia' tak
the lead in"this respect and has now a State Sanatoiium in working
order. It was opened jlast October with a building capable of' aceom-
modating 200 patients. The plan of the building is a médification of
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the cottage and barracks system, viz., pavilions connected by covered
corridors with the administration building, and radiating from it.
This plan permits of its enlargement to a capacity of 500 patients. In
the first month it had 85 patients, and sometime later 125, while at
the present time it lias its full complement of 200 inmates and many
are being turned away. The fees charged are $7.00 per week, of
which sum ithe patient pays half and the state the other half. There
is one objection to the plan of this sanatorium and that is that it is
laid out in wards.

In the State of New York a scheme for the establishment of a state
sanatorium has been formulated. The bill is before the Legislature
and has been favourably reported on by a special tubarculosis commit-
tee. Pennsylvania and Michigan have been for some time agitating
for the establishment of state sanatoria, but nothing definite has as
yet been done. The first municipal sanatorium established in America
is at Dunning, Illinois, and is supported by the city of Chi:ago.

In Germany, much is being donc for the consumptive poor, and ac-
cording to Walters, in the British Medical Journal of October 15,
1898, the German sickness insurance companies, during 1898, had set
aside between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 marks for the erection or sub-
vention of sanatoria for consumptives, besides sanatoria established
by associations of working men, one of which is described by C.Theo-
dore Williams (Britishb Medical Journal, April 8, 1899).

There is no reason why Canada should not follow the example set
by other countries and establish similar sanatoria for the consump-
tive poor, especially as the necessity for such institutions is becoming
more apparent day by day. It is an indisputable fact that there are
many lives sacrificed annually for want of these special institutions
where all the conditions necessary for the successful treatment of pul-
monary tuberculosis could be obtained at slight cost. Not only would
a large number of lives be saved by proper treatment in sanatoria, but
the spread of tuberculosis would be checked to a great extent by the
isolation of these patients and by the habits of care acquired during
their stay in a properly conducted sanatorium. Under existing cir-
cumstances the poor man or woman suffering from early tuberculosis
bas, as a rule, the alternative of remaining at home and there receiv-
ing inadequate treatment, often amid the most unhygienic surround-
ings, the disease, as might be expected, steadily progressing until at
last it reaches a hopeless condition. Or, admission to one of the hos-
pitals may be obtained and the patient occupy a ward along with a
number of others suffering from various diseases. During all this
time the danger of infecting others has been present. This is only
one of many instances of daily occurrence, and when we consider what
might be done were suitable measures adopted from the first, it is
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surely time that such should be available to a greater extent than at
present.

A properly conducted sanatorium for the consumptive poor, with
accommodation for 100 or over, in a suitable locality, could be run at
a cost of $7.00 per week, half of which might be contributed by the
patient or his friends. The amount of public money annually ex-
pended on the consumptive poor in the Montreal hospitals alone,
would go a long way towards the building and maintenance of sucl a
sanatorium, besides lessening the evils attendant on crowding their
wards with consumptives. 0f course, it is understood that only those
in whom the chances of cure or improvement are good, shouli be sent
to sanatoria. The far advanced, hopeless cases should be cared for
in a special institution, but not in the wards of a general hospital, and
therefore the need for such institutions is equally great.



A CASE OF SPORADIC CRETINISM.*

W. G. PUTNA'M, B.A., M.D. (Ediri.), of Yarmouth, N.S.

This case was discovered by chance during a short holiday in Col-
chester County, N.S., in August 1897, and was not seen again by me
until May, 1899. The measurements, etc., were sent me by the parents
from time to time and I believe them to be thoroughly reliable.

Case of Bella P., now six years old.
Faimily Iislory on the father's side is nearly perfect. Both grand-

parents are living, aged 83 and 80 years respectively. Of eight uncles
and aunts, one aunt died of pneumonia aged 36; the others are alive and
well. On the mother's side the record is not so good. Both grand-
parents died comparatively young, the cause not being definitely ascer-
tained. Most of the uncles and aunts are alive, but none are very ro-
bust. Her father and inother both have excellent health. The patient
has two brothers and one sister-ages 12, 10, and 4-all of whom are
robust children. The surroundings are excellent, the father being a
prosperous farmer.

Personal Iistory. At birth nothing unusual was noticed, the child
being apparently healthy and- well-formed. As the months rolled by,
it was noticed that the child never cried, a circumstance which only ex-
eited favorable comment. At the end of a year the parents began to
feel somewhat worried over the fact that the child had made no attempt
to stand or to walk. At the end of another year she was in much the
same condition, except that she would stand for a few minutes if given
some assistance. Two more yea.s went by, during which she increased
slowly in size and gained enough to stand for hours by a chair, but could
not be induced to attempt standing alone or walking, nor would she try
to talk.

She was taken to several medical men during her fourth year, al of
whom gave a rather hopeless prognosis, suggesting emulsion of cod liver
oil, syrup ferri iodidi, etc., as being of possible service.

When I saw her first she was four years and two months old, 29 in-
cbes in height, weighed 23 pounds, with measurements of waist,, 22 'in-
ches, and navel, 21 inches. She had the typical ' wooden" expression
of a cretin, coarse dry hair, a small umbilical hernia, and a very dry,

* Read at the Annual Meeting of the Nova Scotia Medical Society, JuIy 6th, 1899.
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scaly skin. The last was so pronounced that lier mother said that on
shaking hlr clothes after taking them off it seemed as if they were illed
with bran. She seemed to take but litile notice of what was going on
around lier and would stand for hours by a chair turning over books
or other simple toys. The bowels were obstinately constipated. There
was no evidence of rickets.

Her general appearance was that of some cases of sporadic cretinism
pictured in the British Medical Journal 6f about four years ago, and
the result of those cases as treated with thyroid extract induced me to
suggest a trial of it with lier. She began taking it on September 18th,
1897, taking at first the equivalent of one-sixth of a sheep's thyroid
daily, increased later to twice that quantity. At no time was any sys-
temic disturbance induced thereby, and the improvement was imme-
diate and continuous.

My first report from lier was on October 20th, 1897, at which time
there was practically no change from the measurenients of a month be-
fore, but she w-as said to be looking brigliter and cried at times. On
December 9th, of the sane year, less than thrce nonths from the time
she commenced treatiment, there was a marked improvement; height,
34 inches; weight, 24¾ pounds; navel, 19'inches. She was walking
alone. The hernia had quite disappeared and lier bowels were ,regular.

From this time on lier progress lias been steady in every direction.
She has had no other treatment than the thyroid extract in the above-
mentioned doses. She was without it once for a month and during that
time lier parents thought she lost ground to some extent.

I saw lier again on May 23rd of this year and did not recognize lier
as the child of two years before. She was then 38 inches in heiglit and
weighed 37 pounds. Shje could talk as plainly as lier brother, wlio was
two years younger, and was running about enjoying herself as any
healthy child should. She took an intelligent interest in things about
the huuse and farm and looked after her own interests in every way.

I have not been able to get a photograph of recent date to show in
conjunction with this one taken before treatinent was begun. In clos-
ing, I may say that the result of treatment has fully confirmed the diag-
nosis of sporadie cretinism.



A CASE OI SPORADIC CRETLNISM.*

BY

G. GORnoN CAMPBELL, B.Sc., M.D.,

Lecturer in Clinical Medicine, McGill University ; Assistant Physician to the Mont-
real General Hospital.

As cases of this condition afre always of interest and especially on ac-
count of the wonderful results following thyroid treatient, I have
tliought that a report of the following instance, which had a fairly char-
acteristic group of symptoms and has inproved rapidly under the speci-
fie treatnicnt, would be Worth publishing.

The patient was first seen by me in May, 1898, and gave the following
history:-

A. M., feinale, aged five years, was borni on June Sth, 1893. The
labour was prolonged and required the assistance of forceps to accom-
plish delivery, but was otherwise normal. Nothing special was noticed
about the child at birth. The parents were living at the time in Chi-
cago, but removed to Dayton, Ohio, six months later. Here she was
taken to sec a physician on account of the thickness of lier tongue, and
under the impression that the large tongue might be due to "tongue-
tie" the frenuim was eut. When the child was three years old the fam-
ily moved again to Buffalo, New York, and as she did not appear to be
developing properly and did not try to talk, another physician was con-
sulted, who stated that lie did not understand the condition, but sug-
gested sending lier to a hospital for the eye, ear, and throat, as there

mnight be somethinggained by an examination of the throat. This was
accordingly done, and at this hospital the parents were informed th;at
post-nasal adenoids were the cause of lier want of development and their
removal recommended. The parents, however, would not consent to
an operation, althougli the diagnosis was confirned by a second physi-
cian. The faiily thon moved to Montreal.

Early in May, 1898, I was asked by Dr. F. J. Shepherd to see a case
to which he had been called but was unable to go, and on speaking to
him about it the next day, he told me that he, while passing in his car-
riage, had seen a cretin being wheeled up and down in front of the
hcuse in a baby carriage. I promised if I got the opportunity to make
enquiries about it, and some weeks làter shad occasion to see. the father.
On asking him about the child h gave the historiy already related,.but
was· not very anxious to have in sec the case, having come to the

* Read before the Annual Meeting of the Nova Scotia Medical Society, July 6th,
1899.
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conclusion that nothing could be done for his child. Hlowever, on
showing hin some illustrations of sporadic cretinism with the marked
improvenent produced by treatment by thyroids, I gained his consent
to my seeing his child.

As will be seen fron the accoipanying plate of a photograph taken
sliortly after this and before treatment vas begun, examination showed
a girl of considerably uder the average height for lier age, with a
short, thiek body, large bead, and limbs rather large in proportion to
the trunk. The face was round and fat, the eye-lids thick and palpa-
bral aperture narrow, the nose wide and flattened, and the lips thick
and promiinent with the large tongue most of the time protruding be-
tween then. Ier head was fairly well covered with rather fine hair,
whîich was, however, dry, lustreless and difficult to keep in place. The
abdomen was large and prominent and there was a small umbilical lier-
nia. The skin, though dry, could not properly be classed as xeroderma.
The child's expression was the characteristic, dill, stolid. stare of cre-
tinism. She showed little, ii any, signs of mental development, being un-
able to express lier wants or to speak, except for two. sounds which the
parents interpreted as "ma" and "pa." She seemed, however. to under-
stand in a measure what was said to lier. She would sit all day with-
out crying or laughing or attempting to enter into the play of lier bro-
thers and sisters, but at other times was extremely nervous and irritable
and easily frigltened by strangers. She was still wearing a napkin, and
required constant care and attention.

In the fanily Iistory there is nothing of interest. The patient is
the fifth of a fanilv of seven, both older and younger children being
of average developnent. Wlien first seen, a younger sister, although
there is almost three years difference in their ages, was tailer and
brighter than the patient.

Treatment was commenced on May 17th, 1898, two grains of Ar-
mour's dessicated thyroids being given three times a day to begin with.
This, however, proved to be more than she could bear, as she developed
the condition described as acute thyroidism, and the dose was dinin-
ished to two grains twice a day and finally to two grains once a day,
which she has continued to take ever since. Improvement at first was
slow, the earliest indication that the thyroid was having any effect upon
lier condition being in the rapid loss of flesh and falling out of the hair.
Rer health aiso appeared to fail. It was soon seen, however, that the
expression of her face was changing and the improvement in both
mental and bodily condition,. has been going on continuously ever
since.

Ier present condition, as compared with that of a year ago, is well
shown in the second plate of a photograph taken in J'une, 1899, thir-
teen months after the first one. Her height, which was 34 inches, has
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increased to 38, her expression has entirely changed until now she is
an intelligent child, looking perhaps four or five rather than six
years of age. The improvement in respect to lier mental condition is
in no way better shown than by comparison with the younger sister,
who is now some two inches shorter; and although one year ago vastly
lier superior in mental development. is now barely lier equal, if not lier
inferior. ihe cretin is now a bright vivacious child, taking an interest
in and talking about everything around lier, does not require more
than ordinary attention, lias given up wearing napkins and attends to
lier own wants in that respect, and assists in the care of her two youngcer
sisters. She lias also lost the most of her timidity. Physically, be-
sides the gain in heiiht, the thickness of the lips, nose, eye-lids and
tongue have entirely disappeared, and, althogli she does not yet look
quite right, one would never suppose that she was a cretin. The
prominence of the abdomen and the umbilical hernia have also disap-
peared and tlie disproportion between the limbs and body is not no-
ticeable. She lias lost almost al of lier subcutaneous fat, and the new
growth of hair is fine, silky, and easily kept in place.

The interesting points about this case are the vast improvement pro--
duced by a year's treatment, the small dose of thyroid requif ed, and the
fact that the condition was so long unrecognized. With, regard to the
degree of benefit received from this form of treatment, reports of cases
tend to show that it is greater the earlier in if e it is instituted after
the condition has developed and also the younger the age of the child.
Although there have been a few brilliant results from the treatment
of cretins who have reached ad.ult life, in the majority of cases it is
far from being as satisfactory as in the case reported. The history of
the case previous to coming to Montreal shows that, although these
cases cannot be mistaken by any one who lias ever had the advantage
of seeing a well-marked type, there is nothing in any one of the symp-
toms or appearances taken separately that would give a clue to the
diagnosis, at least in early childhood. Backward. children are by no
means uncommon, and the condition which is the cause·of their want
of development may not be recognize&d until they reach the age of
three or even five years. In cretinism the characteristics of course
become more marked as the child grows older and fails to develop. In
three cases of this condition which I have had under my care, the
youngest was three years of age, and, although on taking the appear-
ances and symptoms as a whole, the condition was very suggestive and
,was looked upon as sporadic cretinism, the diagnosis was not absolute
until thyroid treatment had proved its correctness.
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TWO CASES OF "LA GRLPPE" WITE SYMPTOMS POINTING
TO CEREBRO-SPINAL MENINGITIS.*

BY

M. S. DIcKsoN, M.D., of Great Village, Nova Scotia.

On March 21st of the present year I was called to see E. B., aged 19
years, and J. B., aged 21 years, brothers, said to be suffering from a re-
lapse of "la grippe." Both boys having arrived home in a delirious
condition I could not get a very good history of their present illness up
to that time. Their father told me that two weeks before they had
had an ordinary attack of "la grippe," which had confined them to
their beds for several days, the other members of the family having
similar attacks at that time. They had no medical attendance, but I
have no doubt but that the old gentleman's diagnosis was correct. The
boys recovered sufficiently to enable them to return to their work,
which was chopping in the lumber woods. After working a few days
they lad to give up, and returned to the railway station nearest their
home on the 20th of March and started to walk the remaining distance
oÈ four miles in a blinding snowstorm. They were, by the time they
arrived at the station, in a semi-delirious condition, and the younger,
E. B., gave out on the road. The elder reached home in an exhausted
condition, and after being questioned about his brother, it was learned
that he had given out by the road-side, and when brouglit home was
wildly delirious. The following evening I was called in.

I will first give a description of the condition and symptoms of the
younger, and refer first to those of the nervous system which were the
most striking. There was headache of the most severe type, at first
most marked in the frontal region, but later becoming equally severe
in the occipital. Thougli delirium was so active at times that the
pain in the head would be apparently forgotten in his raving, it would
be as severe as éver on his partial return to conscioisness, causing the
patient to cry out as though with most excruciating pain. Though
light, motion, or noise increased the severity of the pain, it was usually
most severe in the early part of the night. Although apparently
dreading any motion, he would at times become very restless and even
try in his delirium to get out of bed. The head was thrown back, but
not held very rigid at the time, of my.,first visit on, the 21st. At the
une of my'second'·and third visits on thed 26th and 27th:the rigidity'
was very marked. Lumbar ,ain' was yerysevere .when T rst' arrived

* Read before the Annual Meeting of the Nova Scotia Medical Society, July 5th,
1899.



DICKSON-CEREBRO-SPINAL MENINGITIS.

in the evening, but had not been coinplained of earlier in the day.
Lu nibar pain continued throughout and was exaggerated by motion,
but not by pressure along the spinal column. The hand slipped under
the pillow would cause intense pain on making the slightest efforts to
raise or move the head. There was no paralysis up to the time of my
last -visit to him on the 27th. Delirium was constant and at times vio-
lent, but for the most part low and muttering, with hallucinations of
sight and hearing. Oceasionally, when spoken to sharply several times
in succession, he would answer questions quite rationally and distinctly.
The eye symptois were not important, the pupils were normal and re-
aeted -well and equally to light. Iearing was very dull. Insoinnia
vas very persistent.

The temperature on the first visit was 106°F., on the 26th 104.2°F.,
and on the 27th, 103.5°F. The pulse on the first visit was 120, on the
326th, 108, and on the 27th, 102, and irregular. it was small and wiry
froi the first.

Respiration was not much accelerated, but on the 26th and 27th it
was of the Cheyne-Stokes type. Percussion and auscultation were
negative.

Herpes developed carly and was most marked on the lips and buccal
surfaces with some spots on the chin and on one cheek. At my first
visit there were bright red spots of various sizes on the face and body
whieh did not disappear on pressure. They became niuch darker and
less iiarked by the 26th.

Voiiting was a troublesome synpton for the first two days. The
tongue had a thick yellow coating and was very dry at first, and in a
few days becane glazed, dark and fissured. The appetite was very
poor. Constipation was marked at first, but a mild laxative produced
quite a copious diarrhea. Thera was never the slightest tenderness
over the abdomen nor any tympanites.

The urine was about normal in quantity and contained traces of al-
bumin.

Death took place on the 27th, nine days after coming home, the pa-
tient being comatose for about eighteen hours. Decomposition w-as
very rapid; twelve hours after death it was very difficult to approach
the corpse, which was quite black and offensive, and the skin. would
slip from the fIlesh on slight pressure.

The history of the older boy is very similar, but the temperature ran
a mucih lower course, falling irregularly fromu 102.5°F. on the 21st to
99°F. on the 27th, and rising again to 10 0 F. on the 30th, which was
the last fimne I saw him. The pulse on the 27th rân from 78 to96,
varying that much in a few minutes. It was small and wiry. Marked
variation was noted riglit through his case, counting ten to twenty beats
more at one time than it would ten minutes later. On March 30th,
the day before death. it w-as intermittent.
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The delirium in this case was of the low, muttering type right
through.

The bright red rash was less marked than in his brother's case, but
there were large blotches of a dark red oolour developed on his back
a day before his death.

Twenty-four hours before death the odour of decomposition was
very strong, and by drawing the finger with firm pressure over the body
the epidermis would tear and roll up like a picce of wet wrapping paper,
while the slightest touch would leave a dark red mark. Death occurred
on April 1st, eleven days after coming home.

In neither of these cases was there paralysis or very marked contrac-
tions. Though Kernig's sign was more marked in the elder brother's
case, it was quite well marked in the other. In the former the legs
could not be straightened much beyond a right angle wlien the patient
was sitting up in bed. 1f, as is claimed, this sign indicates menin-
gitis, we may ask: Had these boys la grippe, or did they only have
meningitis or cerebro-spinal meningitis? Fron. what I could learn of
the sickness they had carly in Marcli, I think they then suffered from
that most protean of all diseases, la grippe, and that their subsequent
exposure to the hardships and insanitary conditions of lumber-camp
life along with their tramp home in a snowstorm in their weak condi-
tion brought on cerebro-spinal meningitis as a complication.
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SURGICAL KIDNEY FOLLOWING CYSTITIS.
BY

R. E. WEBSTER, M,D.,
Gynoecologist to the Protestant General Hospital, Ottawa.

Agnes T., aged 27 years, married, par. iii., a pale, emaciated, very
septic-looking woman, was admitted to hospital on April 10, 1899. Her
present trouble dates from a confinement two months ago, following
which, she gives a history of chills, lever, and sweats for two weeks.
One week after her confinement she began to have frequent and pain-
ful micturition and noticed a creamy deposit in the urine the follow-
ing week. Pus in varying quantities continued in the urine ùp to the
date of lier admission to hospital. A week following the attack of
cystitis patient began to have pain in the left lumbar region, some-
times quite severe and at times running down the left thiglh. The
urine showed a gradually increasing amount of pus, but the symptoms
of cystitis abated a good deal.

Her regular medical attendant having pronounced her all right,
telling lier the symptoms would "wear away," 'and having refused to
give her any further treatment, Dr. Scott was called in, and on mak-
ing a diagnosis of surgical kidney, kindly referred the case to me for
operation.

On examination, a great deal of fulness and tenderness is readily
made out in the left lumbar region. Dulness extends from the crest
of the ilium to the 11th rib, and from the spine to within about three
inches of the umbilicus. A large mass well made out in this region
presents no fluctuation, but great tenderness on pressure. The tem-
perature is running a typically septic course, rangiug from 103j°F., to
98°F. The patient complains of chills, sweats, pain in the side, sore-
ness on moving, and loss of appetite. The tongue is dark brown,
heavily coated, and the breath fetid. Her general appearance shows
a very septic condition; pulse 130.

A cystoscopie .examination, after washing out the bladder, shows

pus of a thick yellowish character oozing from the left ureter. Cath-
eterisation of the right ureter gives a normal sample of urine. The
bladder mucous membrane is congested considerably. A sample of
the pus from the left ureter collected through the cystoscope pushed
up against the bladder wall, as the pus issuing from the ureter would
not flow through. the ureteral catieter; .which passed, readily ito:the
ureter however. Microscopie examination by Dr.. Maybeiry slows- an
enormous amount of pus cells, but no tubercle bacilli., The amount
of urine in twenty-four hours amounts to only. 17 ounces.



WEBSTER-SURGICAL UIDNEY FOLLOWING CYSTITIS.

.The Family and Past History are negative.
Operation. On April 13th, the patient was anosthetised and a

lumbar incision made below the border of the twelfth rib and the kid-
ney exposed. The capsule was found. adherent and the kidney enor-
mously enlarged, extending from the diaphragin to above the level of
the crest o the ilium below. The kidney substance was so thin and
friable that it ruptured almost immediately and about a quart of thick
pus poured out. The patient being very weak, the kidney was rapid-
ly enucleated, the ureter, vein, and artery secured by a clamp, and the
cavity washed out and packed with iodoform gauze.

Some shock followed, but the patient rallied nicely. The wound was
dressed on the second day and the clamp removed;. it closed rapidly
and the temperature reached normal at the end of ten days. The
urine increased daily and reached a normal quantity on May 8th, on
which date the patient was sitting up and feeling well, with a normal
temperature and a good appetite, and was rapidly gaining flesh. She
was discharged on May 15th with the wound healed completely.

This case was evidently one of primary infection froin the bladder
extending up the ureter. The fact that the large amount of pus -es-
caped from the ureter, and the fact that the uretral catheter passed
readily into the ureter, excludes the idea of any stricture of the
nreter which the enormous pus collection might suggest.



CYST OF THE EPIGLOTTIS.*

BY

I D. H rmILTON, M.A., M.D.,
Laryngologist to the Montreal General Hospital and to the Montreal Dispensary.

A youth, aged 16 years, applied in October, 1898, for relief from
the following symptoms:--Difficulty in swallowing, nasal voice, snoring,
and cough. The symptoms were not at all distressing (except the
snoring), but the peculiar "riglit turn" he had to give his head in swal-
lowing formed the. chief reason for consulting a physician.

The boy's facial expression was typical of mouth-breathing of long
standing, but he was otherwise in good general health. He presented
a letter froin his physician in Glasgow, the substance of which was that
the boy had suffered from great lymphoid hypertrophy "over the whole
of the upper respiratory tract." He had had no adenoids, but the base
of the tongue had been very troublesome. A large cyst had been re-

moved from the right vallectla. The bo.y had been under treatinent
for thirteen months previous to sailing for Canada.

Uipon examination of the nouth, pressure on the tongue caused a
bladder-like mass to spring into view, as large as a small hen's egg. With
the larygoscope this tumour could be seen occupying (I), the whole of
the upper (or lingual) surface on the riglit side of the epiglottis; (II),
the right vallecula and slightly extending to the under surface of the
epigottis It completely obscured the entrance to the larynx. The ton-
sils were not large and the post nasal space was clear. The treatment
consisted of evacuating the pale green-coloured gelatinous contents,
curetting the interior of the cyst and injecting six drops of a five per
cent. solution of carbolie acid in glycerine and water.

One week later the boy, although much relieved of his loud snoring,
still swallowed clumsily, as the cyst had slightly refilled. It was again
emptied and injected with ten drops of a five per cent. solution. The
third week, there was found still less fluid, and fifteen drops of a ton
per cent. solution were injected. During the week following, the
boy contracted au acute tonsillitis; the cyst caused a very bad taste
and breath, and as soon as he could call again the .yst-lining was
lifted out in one sloughing mass.

The patient has been seen every two months froin that time (No-
vember, 1898,) the ,last "iùspection bëing made duriig the week jut
passed, and the: áite of .the -cyst, on« .the epiglottis, is 'quite flat; al-
though the lymiphoid 'tissue (i.e., the lingual tonsil) in 'the, neighboUri

* Read before the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, May 29th, 1898.
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hood is very abundant. This the boy objects to have removed, as he
feels perfectly vell in every way.

For three years previously this lad had been sent to different health
resorts in Great Britain for what was ternied "a laryngeal affection."
Cough and thickness of speech were the symptoins and these were not
absent for any length of time, until the cyst-lining had been renoved.

Glandular elements are contained in the soft tissues of the vocal
bands and epiglottis, and lience it is readily understood how cysts
occur most frequently upon these parts when the secretory duct of a
nucous follicle becomes blocked. Nevertheless, cystic tumours of the
epiglottis are amongst the rarest benign tumours found in this organ.
The first on record was reported by Durham in 1863, a cyst of the
epiglottis.

Different methods of treatment have been advised according to the
characters and size of the tuniours, but when a snare loop cannot take
hold of the swelling the treatment by injection seems very satisfac-
tory.



RE TROSPE CT
OF

CURRENT LITERATJRE.

UNDER THE CHARGE OF JAMES STEWART.

Serumtherapy in Pleurisy with Effusion.

A. BRETON, " Sérothérapie dans la pleurésie serouse."-Gazette des
Hôpitaux, 1899. Nos. 25 and 27.

The writer bases his article on three cases of pleurisy with effusion in
which he obtained a favourable result by injecting subcutaneously into
the patients small quantities of their own effusion. Taking for granted
the truth of Landouzy's assertion that "every pleurisy which cannot be
proved to be due to trouma, rheumatism, or some other ascertainable
cause, is to be suspected of a tuberculous nature," he concluded that
the pleural effusion, known to contain tuberculin as a product of ba-
cillary growth, miglit prove useful as a vaccine in sudh cases. Gilbert
(cf Geneva), in 1893, and Scarpa, in 1896' had already anticipated, this
method of treatment. The former treated twelve cases of pleurisy by
hypodermic injection of the pleural liquid. In two casés there was no
reaction or any effect on the effusion. In the others there was a rise
of temperature to 38.5°C.-40°C., and from the date of the injection
there was a rapid absorption of the effusion (six to ten 'days), accom-
panied by an alleviation of the symptoms and an amelicration of the
general condition of the patients. All of the patients were well in a
fortnight or three weeks.

Scarpa, in nine similar cases, was successful in six and failed in
three, but claims that in the latter the pleuritie serum had a favourable
effect on the tuberculous lesions in the lungs. While admitting that he
was not in a position to prove the tuberculous nature of his cases by
inoculations of guinea pigs with the effusiou, Breton adduces the evi-
dence of others who have done work in this direction. (Ricochon,
Netter, Prince Ferdinand-Louis of Bavaria, Lemoine, Aschoff, and Le
Damany) and the statistics published in Germany, where 87 per cent.
of cases of pleurisy reacted to injections of tuberculin. His personal



observations rest on threc cases of which the following is a sunmary:-
The method employed was to remorve a small quantity of the effu-

sion with an exploratory needle and then, withldrawing the point of
the needle as far as the subcutancous tissue, to inject the fluid under the
skin. The quantity used was. from 2 to 5 ce., and the injections were
repeated at intervals varying from threc to fc<ur days to a week.

The first case was that of a man 5à years of age, who, two months
previonsly, had an effusion in the left pleura, and was readmitted to
the hospital with the saine complaint. There were no pulnonary le-
sions or cardiac complications and there was no fever. In all, six in-
jections of the pleural effusion were made, in a period of a little over
a month. A slight rise of temperature vas noted only twice during
tlie course of the illness, the first, on the day following the first injec-
tion (38°C.), the second, four days after the fourth injection. Thirty-
siî days elapsed between the first injection and the absorption of the
effusion.

In the secand case, a young woman, twenty-two years of age, with
an effusion on the right side, had suffered from anomia for some time,
and on two occasions from bronchitis. The pleural effusion, on her
admission. reached as higli as the spine of the scapula, and there was
much dyspnea. The pulse was, 90, the temperature 38.1°C. The first
injection of 5 cc. of pleural effusion was followed by malaise and Yom-
iting, which lasted until the following day. A second injection -was
given four days later. Two days after the first injection the effusion
began to subside and- the general condition to improve, and this im-
provement continued after the second injection so rapidly that by the
end of a week from the date of the. first injection no fluid could be
obtained by aspiration at different levels, and the breath sounds were
well hearid from apex to base, in which latter situation there was a
friction rub. A little dulness remained at the base &f the lung. A
skiagraph picture taken eleven days later showed only a slight shading
at the base of the right lung, due to the thickening of the pleura.

In the last case, that of a girl 16 years of age, a left-sided pleurisy
began five days before entrance into the hospital. Breathing was audi-
ble only above the spine of .the scapula, and the heart was much dis-
placed downwards and ta the right. Temperature, 37.8°-38.6°C.; pulse,
104; respirations, 24. Four days later exploratory aspiration and in-
jection of 2 ce. of the effusion was performed. There was no febrile
reaction beyond 38.20C. From this date the temperature did not at
any time rise beyond 37.6°C. A second injection of 5 ce. was made two
days later, and a third three days. after the second. Five days after
the first injection the apex beat was palpable, -one centimetre within
the left nipple, and there were dulness and bronchial breathing only
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over the lower third oif the left lung. Three days later a skiagraph

picture showed the heart in its normal situation and an opaque area
in the lower third of the left side of the thorax. A fourth injection
of 5 cc. was given on September 22nd, five days after the third, and
oi Oictber Ist no effusion could be obtained on exploratory puncture.
The patient was discharged October 14th, at which time it was impos-
sible to find clinically any trace of a former effusion or any lesion of
the lung. The effusion was completely absorbed eighteen days after
the first injection of serum.

The writer thinks that he is justified in claiming that the injections
shorten the duration of the effusion whicli is usually considered in statu
quo unill about the third week, according to Talmon and Lancereaux
even longer. There appears to be, moreover, a favorable effect on the
heart and on the respiration. The conclusions drawn are:-

(1) That the pleural effusion may be considered to be an attenuated
tuberculin.

(2) That this liquid nay be injected subeutaneously without doing
any harmu.

[it would be well in order to avoid a possible auto-infection from the
presence of tuberele bacilli in the effusic.n, to centrifugate the exudate
in sterilized tubes before injecting it subcutaneously].

Phloridzin in the Diagnosis of Renal Disease.

CH. AcIARD. " L'Exploration clinique1 des Fonctions Rénales et la Glyco-
surie Phlorhidzique."--Gazette des HfôpHfaux, 1899, 22.

The usual methods of clinical examination of the urine furnish the
means of determining qualitatively and quantitatively the spontanous
olimination by the kidneys of substances which are normally' present
in the urine, or cf those that are abnormal. Further information may,
however, be obtained by inducing, by special tests, the passage through
the kidneys of some special substance. The principli of this method
nay be summarized as follows:-To introduce beneath the skin a sub-

stance that is easily eliminated by the urine but is not found in the
normal urine, and to observe methodically the general and the special
features of its elimination. Methylene blue has seemed specially ap-
propriate for this purpose, but as the principle is a general one it is
evident that other substances may be used. Apart from such substances
as are never normally present in the body tissues or fluids (i.e., purely
foreign bodies), and those that are normal constituents of the -urine,
there is an intermediate category of substances (represented by glu-
cose) existing in the blood but not passing into theur'ine normally. In
a series of researches both in diabetes -and in artificial glycosuria, it
was found that a diseased state of the kidneys impaired the elimina-
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tion of glucose. Hence, as it is easy to produce artificial glycosuria
in various ways, it will readily be seen that this method affords a means
of studying the renal functions. It is obvious that the glycosuria imust
be induced without introducing sugar itself into the organism. This
may be donc by phloridzin, which is harinless and possesses, more
over, the peculiar advantage of inducing glycosuria by a direct action
on the kidneys. Klemperer found that the injection of phloridzin
did not produce glycosuria in a certain nuniber of individuals who had
undcrubted renal disease. Basing himself on these observations,
Achard has devised a method for the clinical use of phloridzin.

Five imilligranis are injected subcutaneously, and the urine is collected
and examined methodically for sugar from the tiie of the injection.
It is, of course, necessary to preve by a preliminary exaiination that
the urine does not contain sugar before the test is applied. When the
kidneys are healthy sugar is eliminated for about three hours, the quan-
tity varying from five centigrams to two and a halif grains. In a ina-
jority cd cases in which the symptoms suggest impaired renal function,
there is no sugar, or only a trace in the urine. The value of the test
has, moreover, been proved by a number of autopsies. .This test may
be combined with the test. by methylene blue, one controlling the
other.

Kernig's Signs in Meningitis.

.. -B. H{ERRICK. "Concerning Kernig's Sign in iUeningitis,"-American
Journal of the M edical Sciences, July, 1899.

The revival of interest in this important sign of meningitis is timely.
Kernig, in 1884, pointed out that in those suffering from menigitis,
extension of the leg when the patient was sitting was painful and diffi-
eult oying to a marked flexor contraction o!f the thigl muscles, whereas
when the patient was lying down the leg could easily be extended. He
found this sign present in every one of fifteen cases examined, and
failed to find it where there was no meningeal affection. In six cases,
though there was nci acute meningitis, the sign was more or less
marked; in these cases there was some abnormality of the pia mater-
oedema, intermeningeal hSemorrhage, etc. He considered that it was
present as early and remained as late as rigidity of the neck.

Herrick reviews the literature and notes that most of the text-books
do not mention the sign. Netter, in 1898, brought it into notice once
more and recorded the presence of Kernig's sign in 90 per cent. of his
cases. Herrick found, .the sign in seventeen out of nineteen cases, or
89.4 per cent. In the two negative cases, there was only-.one examina-
tion shortly before death, and at the time there was general muscular
relaxation. In the series, there were nine cases of epidemic cereMr'-.
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spinal meningitis, seven of tuberculous meningitis, two of pneumo-
ecccal meningitis, and one of syphilitic meningitis. In one hundred
cases of disease other than meningitis, the test vas absent in ninety-
eight, and present in two. One of these latter was a case of subdural
hæmorrhage, the other a gonorrhal arthritic in which the unaffected
leg had remained for a long time in the flexed position. Netter re-
corded a case of typhoid fever in which tie test was present. The
patient died, and the autopsy showed typhoid ulceration of the bowels
and a cerebro-spinal meningitis due to a mixed infection of B. typhosus
and staphylococcus pyogenes. Rerrick concludes that the test is pre-
sent in 80 to 90 per cent. of cases of meningitis and only occasionally
present in other affections.

The technique of eliciting the sign is simple. "The patient may be
made to sit up on the edge of the bed with the legs hanging down, thus
bringing the thigh at right angles toi the body, when extension of the
leg can be attempted; or the thigh can be brought at right angles to
the body as the p-ttient lies in bed on the side, or preferably on the
back, and the leg then extended." In delirious patients and in spastic
conditions there may be some iresistance at first, which is easily over-
come, but not soi in meningitis where the flexion remains and the pa-
tient's back may be lifted from the bed in the attempt to extend the leg
on the thigh. The attempt at forcible extension produced evident pain,
even in those patients who appear to be profoundly unconscions. Local
causes must be excluded before concluding that the sign -is present,
e.g., arthritis of the hip or knee, myositis,' old contractures, and, par-
ticularly, sciatica. There is no satisfactory explanation of the pheno-
menon. It is not due to increased intracranial pressure, for the-sign
is not, present in hydrocephalus, in cerebral tumours, or in cerebral
hSmorrhage. There is normally some difficulty in fully extending the
leg when the thigh is flexed at an acute angle on the body, owing to
the shortness of the flexors of the leg and the abundance of tendinous
fibres in them, and it may be, that in meningitis the normal tonus is
so exaggerated that a flexor contracture results when the thigh is
brought up toiwards the abdomen.

H. A. Lafleur.
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SErgetj.
UNDER THE CHARGE OF GEORGE E. ARMSTRONG.

Suprapubic and Perineal Cystotomy.

DANDRIDGE, l A Comparison of the merits of Suprapubie and Perineal
Cystotomy."-Annals of Surgery, July, 1899.

Dr. Dandridge, of Cincinnati, has produced a very thoughtful paper
on this subject. After reviewing the history of the two operations and
showing that the suprapubic method is nct a new one, the writer goes
on to discuss the merits and demerits of the two operations. He shows
that the technique of suprapubie cystotomy has considerably changed
since the days of Petersen's bags, and that now the TrendelenbLrg posi-
tion with the bladder distended with some antiseptic solution, or by
air, gives full access to the viscus without much danger of wounding
the peritoneum. He next goes on to consider the conditions which
render any form of cystotomy necessary.

(1) Drainage for cystitis. This may be only tempcirary, due to re-
movable causes of obstruction, or it may require to bc permanent be-
cause the obstruction is non-removable. The writer expresses a strong
preference for the perineal as opposed to the suprapubic drain. He
argues that the suprapubic opening causes adhesions between the apex
of the bladder and the abdominal wall, and thus prevents the proper
contraction of the bladder on the urethral oper.ilg, which is necessary
to a complete emptying of the organ. He argues that nature intended
the urine to discharge below the pubes and any attempt to make it go
otherwise carries its own penalty with it. Further, lie maintains that
the perineal apening is more likely to close spontaneously, and to re-
main closed, than the suprapubie one. This contention was com-
batted by Dr. J. William White in the discussion of the paper before
the Philadelphia Academy of Surgery. Dr. White holds that cystotomy
is much too frequently resorted to for drainage, as most of these
cases could be better treated by the use of the permanent catheter, which
could* be safely retained for six weeks if necessary. '[We have lately
in the wards of the Montreal General Hospital been able to demon-
strate the truth of this statement of Dr. White's]. But should drain-
age be rendered necessary by urethral obstruction, a perineal drain
would give the best prospect of relief; on the- other hand :should .there
be obstruction due to prostatie diséase; suprapubie cystotomy would
give the best outlook for relief.



Dr. White also disputed Dr. Dandridge's statement that suprapubie
cystotomy was much more dangerous than the perineal operation. His
(Dr. White's) statisties proved that while it was more dangerous in
children it vas not so in adults, while in old persons the suprapubie
niethod was safer. He also denied that there was more danger of a
permanent suprapubic fistula, while he admitted that all artificial
drainage openings were a nuisance to the unfortunate patient. Our own
experience is that for the relief of urgent retention, suprapubie pune-
ture is preferable to prolonged efforts to introduce a catheter over an
irflianed prostate, and is alnost absolutely safe at any age; but this
apart.

(2) Cyslolonzy for Stone or Twnours of the Bladder. In this condi-
tion both Dr. Dandridge and his friendly critices agree with Thomp-
son, that crushing is much preferable to cutting in the great majority
of cases. But there is always a residue, as Dr. Keys points out, in
which opening the bladder is necessary for the complete removal of
the stone, e.g., (1) when the stone is excessively Jarge and an oxalate (2)
when it is encysted, (3) when it is complicated by tumour, (4) when
it has sone foreign body as a nucleus. In these cases it does seem that
the suprapubic route is preferable to the perincal, except in the case
of children. One miglit think of. Dr. White's suggestion to crush
through a perineal median incision.

Prostatectomy, complete or partial, was generally looked down upon
in the discussion, the feeling being that it had been overdone and that
the results were not commensurate with the risks. Hence the revival
Bottini's operation, or the modification of it recently proposed by
Guiteras, of New York. This blind use of the galvano-cautery in a
place.(the prostate) exposed to decomposing urine and especially prone
to septic absorption, seems to us to be, a priori, an unsurgical proce-
dure. Suprapubie prcstatectony, if one has no faith in castration and
catheterization cannot be carried out, seems much preferable to even
the modern substitutes for Bottini's operation.

One thing appears certain so far as can be gathered from this able
paper and the discussion of it, and that is that the suprapubie operation
in properly selected cases has a future before it and will well .repay the
attention of thoughtful"surgeons.

Sterilization of Silk Ligatures and Sutures.

HrAYLER. l Sterilization of Silk Ligatures and Sutures."--Centralblatt
für Ohirurgie, No. 5, 1899.

Dr. C. Hayler, of the Basel clinic, gives.his experience with âilk liga-
tures and sutures. He maintains that it is impossible to use silk, which
has been sterilized by boiling only, in surgical operations. He admits
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that boiling will sterilize it, but proves that if this saine silk is drawn
through the properly sterilized hands of the o)Crat'or, as in tying a
ligature or suturing a wound, it becones infected. But if this boiled
silk is kept in a solution of corrosive sublimate in alcohol, or boiled in
this solution alane for a few minutes, it wiill not becoine infected, even
though the hands using it are not very clean. It; would sem to an
outsider as though clean hands could not infect sterile silk, and that
the in ference to be drawn froin the infection was that the hands were
not sterile. However, if silk has such an affinity far sublimate that
subsequent soaking in boiled water or washing in alcohol will not re-
move the sublimate from its fibres, as Dr. Haylor asserts,-then by all
meanus keep it in sublimated alcohol. Our hospital experience shows
that silk sutures are much more likely to bu followed by stitel abscesses
than some non-absorbent materi al-such as silk-wormî gut,-while the
saine silk gave no trouble when buried as a ligature and therefore ex-
posed to no further infection. It does seei as though the skin of a
patient would only remain aseptic for a certain period, say five days,
and that then the fibres of the sutures conveyed the infection through
the skin. We shall take an early opportunity of testing Dr. Hayler's
contention that this would not have occurred if the silk had previously'
been sublimated. This subject is one of great importance to the gen-
eral practitioner in his surgical work for he can more readily prceure
and sterilize silk than any other material, and it is well that he should
bc able to feel perfectly safe with it. We will, therefore, in a future
number, give our readers the benefit of our observations upon it.

J. M. Elder.
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Diseases of the Eye.

TitoussEA. Eczema of Eyelids and its Treatment."-Archbives
d'Ophthalmologie, February, 1899.

R.EHLMANN. "Blepharitis Acaria."-KIin. Monatsblt. fiir Augenheil-
kunde, February, 1899.

Trousseau groups eczema of the eyelids into (1) that of medium in-
tensity, (2) the acute irritable form, and (3) chronic eczema. For the
eczema of medium intensity, he applies lukewarn compresses of cyanide
of mercury, 1-10,000, for half an hour morning and evening, and if
there be any conjunctivitis the same solution is instilled into the eyes.
This condition generally results in cure, but if it remains stubborn an
ointment is applied, at first of simple lard and later of zinc oxide or
yellow oxide of mercury of a strength of 1 in 40. The contra-indica-
tion for the ointment is the presence of ulcers or much irritation.

For the acute type Trousseau never applies any strong antiseptic, but
merely warm water for cleansing. He uses tepid water in the morning
and a cataplasm at night. When the irritation has nearly disappeared,
boracie acid or bicarbonate of soda is applied as a compress for twenty
minutes morning and evening, then later .cyanide of mercury is substi-
tuted. Ulcers, wlien present, should be touched with a two per cent.
solution or dusted with a powder composed of talc, salicylate of bis-
muth or bicarbonate of soda mixed with prepared chalTc, the lids being
closed and absorbent cotton applied over their edges to prevent any
powder getting into the eyes. The lids must be kept closed until morn-
ing. If there be much itching of the lids, they must not be scratchIed,
but may be touched with nitrate of silver ôr' c1eansed with solutions of
bicarbonate of soda or weak alcohol. When the disease has been
brought under control, treat it as indicated for the type of medium in-
tensity.

In the chronic, torpid variety, compresses of cyanide of mercury are
applied for twenty minutes morning and evening, after which an oint-
ment of yellow oxide of mercury, resorcin, carbolic acid, or lanolin and
oil of cade with a base of vaselin, is applied at night.

In blepharitis acaria -the demodex folliculorum is the cause of the
disease. On epilating the lashes and examining them in water on a
slide -with a low power the male and female parasites, eggs, embryos,
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excreta, etc., can be seen adhering closely to the shaft of the hair. The
subjective symptoms are itching and falling out of lashes.

Objective symptoms are usually present and consist of hyperSmia of
the inner zone of the lid-border and also of the outer border and, gen-
erally, localised hypermia of the conjunctiva. Frequently a sticky
secretion hangs in clumps to the bases of the hairs. This disease ex-
ists in twenty-five per cent. of the cases of trachoma.

Treatment consists in the application of an ointment of one part of
Ealsam of Peru to three parts of lanolin, under which rapid cure en-
sues.

Diseases ot the Conjunctiva.

DE WECKER (Paris). "Mode of Origin of Conjunctivitis."-La Clin-
igue Ophtkalmologique, January 10, 1899.

COPPEZ (Brassels). "Relation of Follicular Conjunctivitis to Adenoid
Vegetations of the Naso-Pharynx.-Arch7ives d'Ophthalmologie,
January, 1899.

KUHNT. "Curative Value of the Operative Treatment of Granular
Conjunctivitis."-Zeitschb für Augenheilkunde, Bd. I.

GALEzowsxI. "Excision of Conjunctival Cul-de-Sac in Granular Con-
junctivitis."-Recueil d'Ophthalmologie, January, 1899.

SALvA.: "Spontaneous Conjunctival Hoinorrhage."-Annaes d'Oculis-
·iigue, March, 1899.

PEcK, E. S. (New York). "Argonin and Protargol in Blknorrha Neo-
- natorum."-Medical News, January 21, 1899.

Dr. Wecker holds that the conjunctiva is always infected secondarily
to the lids on which the germs at first develop; hence the indications
for treatient are early sterilization of the edges and skin surfaces of
the lids with cyanide or oxycyanide of mercury. In the newly-born in-
fant this should de done immediately after the first bath.

Coppez insists on what has already been frequently stated in regard
to the close relation between adenoid growths of the naso-pharynx and
follicular conjunctivitis. tTpon the removal of these growths the eye
condition rapidly improves and is easily amenable to treatment.

Kuhnt, in his article on trachoma, advises the use of drugs in all mild
cases and in districts where the disease is not endemic. If the cornea
seems. in danger and the condition does not improve under the above
tréatment, he early resorts to the use of the galvano-cautery or the ex-
pression of the granules with the roller forceps. If expression fails, he
tries excision.

Galezowski's favorite treatment is the mitigated nitrate of silver
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stick which consists of nitrate of silver and nitrate of potassium. If this
is nsuccessful, lie excises the conjunctival cul-de-sac from angle to angle
of the lid, being very careful to excise only the conjunctiva and scrupu-
lously to avoid the tarsus.

Salva's case was a hysterical girl who had had conjunctival hamorr-
hages for two years, which latterly occurred as frequently as every two
hours, by nigh t. as well as by day. Menstruation was regular and all the
body functions normal. The blood came from no particular spot,
but apparently filtered through the entire surface of the ,conjunctiva.
Cure was obtained after several cauterisations with a 10 per cent. solu-
tion of protargol, thrico daily.

Peck speaks in highly laudatory terms of both argonin and protarglc,
holding that they are the first drugs introduced to replace nitrate of
silver which can really accoiplish what the latter drug does, i.e., de-
stroy flic gonococcus. Protargol contains 8.3 per cent. of silver, nitrate
of silver contains 6.35 per cent., and argonin 4.3 per cent. Argonin in
a two per cent. solution kills the gonococcus in a short time, whilst
protargol, which is more irriiating, is at the same time more rapid in its
gernicidal action. He recommends protargol highly in ophthalmia
neonatorum, as it produces more favorable and earlier results than
nitrate of silver. In sonie cases the gonococcus disappeared in two
weeks, in none later than four weeks, whereas with nitrate of silver the
average persistence of the germ was five weeks. Protargol is used at
the outset in a strength of ten per cent. freely irrigated over the con-
junctiva thre or four times daily, then, as the secretion 'gets less,
thinner, and shreddy, the strength of the solution is reduced to two per
cent. and it is used less frequently. Every other day the secretion
should be examined for gonococci, and only after the absence of the
germ for a fItill week should the eye be regardecd as safe pnough to be in
contact with the mother.

In gonorrhoeal ophthalmia in the adult protargol was used at first in
a strength of fifty per cent. two or three times daily and allowed to re-
inain in the eye three minutes. Later, a five per cent. solution was
used and allowed to remain in the eve fifteen minutes. The last solu-
tion was the most satisfactory.

Hypopyon-Keratitis.

BONIVENTO, Giov. "i-lypopyon-Keratitis Treated with AiroL."-Klin.
To er. IVochenschrift. 1898.

ZiuR (Olmutz). "Treatment of Hypopyôn-Keeatitis."--Weiner Klin.
T Wociensct., November 9, 1898.

Bonivento's report of his treatment of forty cases of hypopyon-kera-
titis with airol appears very convincing as regards the value of the drug
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in this disease. Airol acts especially by diminishing injection, causes
no pain, is odourless, non-toxic and harnless. It is dusted into the eye
twice daily. It is an almost certain preventive of corneal perforation
and also cuts short any accompanying purulent conjunctivitis and
dacryocystitis.

Airol is composed of bismuth, gallic acid and iodine, which latter is
broken up when the drug cones in contact with the tissues. Pro-
longed use of airol does not give rise to eczena as in the case of iodo-
form.

Zirm treated hypopyon-keratitis in nuch the saine manner with airol
and with geod success. le, however, found airol rather irritating and
accordingly substituted xeroform with very gratifying results. le
dusted xeroform over the cornea thrice daily .and used -an emulsion of
the drug for the lachrymal sac. When necessary, lie also used the gal-
vano-cautery.

Irititis due to Nasal Disease.

LEFRANCoIs (Cherbourg). "Iritis of Nasal Origin."--Recueil d'Oph-
thalmologie, March, 1899.

The patient was a young woinan who suffered from kerato-iritis. She
had a slight leucorrhoea and had not menstruated for five months,
though not pregnant. Iluder treatment the uterine trouble disap-
peared, but the ocular condition remained unchanged. She had a
fStid, mucopurulent, bloody discharge from the nose, and on this con-
dition being treated, the eye trouble rapidly improved, the vision in a
month being one-half the normal and in three months normal. Le-
francois considers the uterine condition as a predisposing, and the nasal
as an exciting, cause of the disease.

Choroiditis of the Macular Region.

BunÉ1. "Subconjunctival Injections of Sodium Ohloride in Macular
Choroiditis."-Zeitsch für Augenheilkunde, Heft I., Bd. I.

DARIER (Paris). "Treatment, of Maculai Choroiditis."-La Clinique
Ophthalmnologique, March 10, 1899.

Out of seven cases, Burri got improvement in all and very brilliant
results in three. Cocaine is instilled and then a Pravaz syringeful of
sterilized sodium chloride solution is injected under the conjunctiva
every day. After the-injection a moist compress is applied over the eye
and the patient rérnains in -bed for four hours. Thé. strèigth of'tie
solution may be two, four or ten per. cent.

Darier claims very good results from the injection of cyanide of mer-
cury subèonjunctivally. The strength of thé solution is. 1 to 5,000 of
the cyanide in a 1 in 50 salt solution.
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Optic Nerve.

WINGENROTH (Karlsruhe). "Optic Neuritis following Influenza."-
Klin. .Monalsbl. für Augenlheilkunde, March, 1899.

CRAMER. "Optic Neuritis as the Result of a Blow on the Head."-
Grofe's Archiv. xlvii, Ab. 2.

I)WECER. "Danger in the Specific Treatment of Optic Atrophy."-
Annales d'Oculislique, February, 1899.

Wingenroth's report of three cases of optic neuritis is interesting in
that in all three a syphilitie cause was .clearly excluded and influenza
alone could be considered as the etiological factor. Despite this, all
ordinary forms of treatment failed and cure was only obtained by
thorough mercurial inunction. During the treatment, if the patient
showed any increase in weight, the amount of ointment was forthwith
increased.

Cranier's case is notable in that fracture or lesion of the base of the
brain could be excluded. The patient ,fell forward, struck his forehead,
and was unconscious. Ophthalmoscopic examination revealed double
optic neuritis. Any chance of a cerebral tumour being the cause of the
neuritis was finally excluded. Cramer concludes that the contusion set
up a tuberculons meningitis which gave rise to the optie neuritis.
Cramer then mentions the statement of Bergmann that the meningeal
symptoms following an injury closely resemble those of tuberculous
In<:ingitis.

DeWecker strongly inveighs against the specifie treatment of optie
atrophy in cases of tabes dorsalis, as lie holds that it is useless and in-
deed does harm.

Glaucoma.

WALTER (Odessa). 'Internal Treatment of Glaucoma."-Die Oplthal-
nologische Klinik, November 5, 1898.

ABADIE (Paris). "Nature and Treatnent of Glaucoma."-Archives
d'O phthalmologie, April, 1899.

ROGMAN (Gand). "A Glaucomatous ramily."-La Clinique Ophtlial-
inologique, April, 1899.

Walter, acting on the theory of the relation between glaucoma and
gout, treats his cases by the administration 'internally -of piperazine.
One gramme is given daily. At the -same time- he does not'ignoré the
local treatnent, but holds that the internal treatment is *a very valu-
able adjunet to the other.

Abadie, in his article, strongly avows the vasodilatation theory and
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advises excision of the superior cervical ganglion for the cure of simple
chronic glaucona.

Rogman's series of cases of glaucoma in one family are very sugges-
tive. The grandmother had fulminant glaucoma, the moiher had acute
glaucomna at the age of sixty-two, and of the latter's seven children,
three out of seven sons had prodromata, in one followed by an acute
"ttack. The disease appeared at an earlier age in eaci of the succeed-
ing generations.

Ocular Therapeuties.

ULSII and FREZALS. "Researches into the Penctration of Aqueous Col-
lyria of Potassium Iodide into the Eye."-Archives d'Ophthal-
mologie, January, 1899.
"Absorption of Collyria by the Cornea."-Ibid., March, 1899.
"Aqueous Collyria of Salicylate of Sodium."-Ibid., February,
1899.

ScRINI. "The Oily Collyria."-Archives d'Ophthalmologie, January,
1899.

S'ra&us (Brooklyn). "Experiments as to the Germicidal Properties of
Certain Eye Salves."--Archives of Ophthalmology, January, 1899.

Badal lias been using collyria of iodide of potassium in connection
with the internal administration of the drug. Ulri and Frezals, as a re-
sult of their investigations on rabbits' eyes, find that applied to the con-
junctiva, iodide of potassium does penetrate into the aqueous humour
but not into the vitreous until it lias entered the general circulation.
If taken internally in medium doses the media of the eye do not give
any iodide reaction. Used internally and also at the same time as a
collyrium, a much greater quantity enters the aquecus.

In the second article quoted above, Ulri and Frezals state that ab-
sorption of aqueous collyria by the eye takes place through the cornea
into the aqueous humour and only in infinitesimal quantities through
the conjunctiva. The cornea does not absorb oily substances, but only
after they have been first dissolved by the tears.

As regards the aqueous collyria of salicylate of sodium, they find that
using this drug as an aqueous collyrium, a larger amount of it can be
thus caused to penetrate ihe eye and reach the vitreous tlian by in-
gestion. The practical application has thus far beon very limited, but
the results are promising.

.Scrini's article on oily collyria is the-secondowhich hé;hasùiïblished.
He holds thai increased power and 'rapidity of action àre' obi:aied by
using many drugs in an oily solution, e.g., eserin. Be lias experimented
with duboisine, homatropine, scopolamine, daturine, cocain, and »olo-
Cain.

61:7
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Straus' experiments with eye-salves on pyocyaneous, staphylococcus
aureus, and bacterium coli are of value. Most of the salves diminished
the vitality of bacteria, but act as germicides only after several days of
continuous application. The following is the list in order of effec-
tiveness--

Iodia, 5 and 10 per cent.
Iodine, 5 and 10 per cent.
Hydrarg. oxid. flav., 2 per cent.
Iodoform, 5 and 10 per cent
Airol, 5 and 10,per cent.
Tiioform, 5 and 10 per cent.
Aristol, 5 and 10 per cent.
Vaselinum alb. pur.
The great point in favor of the salves is that the prolonged continu-

ous action of the drugs is assured.
. W. Stirling.



THE NÂTURAL HISToRY OF DIGESTION. By A. Lockhart Gillespie,
M.D., F.R.S., Edin., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeu-
ties in the- Medical Sclool o.f the Royal Colleges, Edinburgh. Il-
lustrated by Figures, Diagrams and Charts. London, Walter
Scott, Limited, 1898.

The present work, one of the Contemporary Sciences Series, gives the
most complete account of digestion yet published. It is comparative
in the boldest sense of the word and deals not only with the digestive
processes in animals in ditterent groups, but' also in plants. The term
"digestion" is used in, a sense suiliciently ivide to include such sub-
je.ts as "absorption," "the micro-orgauisms "of the alimentary tract in
the higlier maniails," "the senses in relation to digestive metabolism,
dietetics and animal heat," with, of course, a discussion of foods. Witl
increasing specialization, there is danger of losing sight of general re-
lations, and the ever-growing mass of details may become a real im-
pediment to mental digestion. A more glance at the headings of the
chapters in such a work tends to keep related things in their truc per-
spective.

Naturally, this work is made up largely of material gathered from
other publications and sufficiently recast to suit the author's general
purpose. The writer is, however, not a mere compiler or bookmaker,
but has worked upon the subject hinself as an original investigator.
-Although we have now in our English language works on physiology
as a wliole, the several departnients of which have been treated by
well-known specialists, there is still room for such books as the prescnt,
and will be till wc have a cyclopedia of physiology. an undertaking
which will scarcely be justified till the profession realises more clearly
tian now the extent to which permanent advance depends on know-
ledge of tho functions of the normal animal. Had the world been in
possession of the very knowlcdge wc possess to-day in such an impor-
tant departnient as pathology, if it is possible to conceive of such a
thing, while the conception of vital processes remained such as they
were even one hunIndred years ago, the interpretation and practical ap-
plication would no doubt have been failures. Yet, in spite of the les-
sons of bacteriology (the contributions of pure scientists in tho first
instance) medical mon are still prone to belittle what is not capable
of immediate application, though a notable change is observable and
the leaven is working froni above downwards from the broader. more
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penetrating intellects down to the rank and file of the profession. In
the meantime, the physiologist and physiology share the fate of all in-
adequately recognized workers and works. All the more gratified should
we be for a book which must have as yet a limited sale and whose au-
thor must work for *some other source of satisfaction, paragrapher, or
the books of the crowd-medical or other.

The illustrations, largely borrowed, are of a fair order of merit.
Though some are published for the first time, most of the charts,
which are somewhat numerous, are original. It was impossible that
any one man should handle such a mass of material in an ideal fashion,
nevertheless we have in "The Natural History of Digestion" a most
comprehe1isive and vaiable work, for which we should be grateful
all the more as ainid the abounding plethora of publications in peri-
odicals whose names are legion it is well that the results of chief value
should be gathered together in book formn. The price of the work is.
very moderate.

W. M..

ELEorno-IEimMoSTAsIs IN OPERATIVE SURGERY. By ALEXANDER J. O.
SXENE, H.D., LL.D., Professor of Gynecology in tle Long Island
College Hospital, Brooklyn, N.Y., etc., etc.

Professor Skene has for some time been known as an advocate and
exponent of honostasis by heat obtained by the use of electricity, and
this book of 173 pages contains a full and thorough discussion of the
arguments in favor of the method and a description of the instruments
and appliances by which it is to be used.

In the main, the author contends that there are many instances of
the trouble which silk ligatures have caused in the way of abscesses, of
the failure of catgut to hold arteries, of the difficulty of complete steri-
lization of the latter, and of the complete failure of ligatures of any
material to completely close mucous tracts such as the Fallopian tube
and appendix vermiformis. To the surgeon of long experience, the ob-
jections to silk will be admitted to be well grounded. As regards cat-
gut carefully sterilized by the modern chinol or formaline method, few
will be prepared to accept them. The patency of mucous tracts, after
ligature the author proves beyond a doubt, by the' results of microscopie
examination of specimens made by hiniself and others.

The appliances consist of a series of pressure forceps and clamps of
various kinds and sizes suited to the requirements of ovarian and other
pedicles; of the appendix vermiformis; of piles, etc. The source of
clectricity niay be either a battery (the least reliable), or much better,
a street electric light or power current modified by a suitable trans-
former, and measured by an amperemeter, to furnish the requisite de-
grec of heat. The necessary effect is produced by a degree of heat not
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exceeding 1SO Fahrenheit, so that the tissues compressed by the for-
ceps or clamp shall not be charred, but simply thoroughly dried. Mi-
croscopie examination of tissues thus treated shows that they are com-
pletely disorganized; no trace of their structure can be recognized.

By this method Dr. Skene lias done over two liundred abdominal
sections and many vaginal hysterectomies without a single instance of
subsequent homorrhage, and, lie claims, with inuch better ultimate re-
sults than by the ordinary ligature materials. The length of time ap-
plication of the heat is necessary is not more than from half a minute to
two or four minutes, according to the thickness of tissue to be dealt
with.

The book is admirably illustrated with half-tone pictures showing
the varions clamps, forceps, batteries and transformers, and the results
on the tissues. It cannot fail, we predict, toproduce a profound im-

pression on the surgical world. It will not be out of place here to al-

lude to the unreliability of angiotripsy by the methods of Doyen and
Tuffier, of Paris, as shown by the recent reports of cases on the human

subject and experiments on lower animals.

. Dr. Skene's book is published by the Appletons and is a very credit-
able production.

TuE' INTERNATIONAL 31EDICAL ANNUAL AND PRAcTITToNER's INDEX. A
Work of Reference to Medical Practitioners. 1899. Seventeenth
Year. New York :E. 13. Treat & Co.

The Annual for 1899 appears in much the sanie dress and in the

same form as in past years. There is an increase of fiftv pages in the

reading matter. Of the thirty-two contributors, fourteen are new names

this year. An effort has been made, as in former editions, to have the

most important subjects of the year treated in original contributions by
well known authorities thereon. Among others we notice an article on

Practical X ]Ray Work, by Dr. R. Norris Wolfdcen, which should be of

great value to anyone who has not a practical knowleage of electricity

and yet desires to make use of this means of diagnosis in office work.

"Gleet,"- by E. Hurry Fenwick, contains directions for the use of the

urethroscope and two coloured plates depicting the normal urethra and

pathological conditions met with in this disease. Priestly Leech de-

scribes some of the newer methods of uniting divided intcstine, illus-

trating Halsted's method by three plates. "Mastoid operations'' are

fully dealt with in an article 5y J. Dundas Grant. Kocher's diagrams

of- the sensory distribution of the spinal. nives ai-e- repri duced by col-

oured plates in Thorburn's article on the cSurgery, of:the Spinal Cord"'

Seneca D. Powell, in the article on i'Skull.Surgery," describes his own

method of performing craniectomy and illstrates it with threc plates.

The "Atlas of Bacteria Pathogenic in the Human Subjcct,' part of

which, appeared in the Annual for 1898, is completed in the present

~6211
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volume. The usual report of legal decisions throughout the year is in-
serted at the back, t.is being the American edition the cases are those
affecting American practitioners.

G. G. C.

II:P>'-ItT 0OF M[NNESOTA STATF ISOARI>.
This report deals with the work of the Board during the past two

years. During this period the developmnent of the laboratory work
under the able direction of Dr. F. F. Westbrook has been most rapid
and complete. In addition to the unusually large anount of routine
diagnostic work, nuch valuable scientific research has been accom-
plished. The existence of a very active veterinary sanitation department
in connection with the Board is a special feature which we would like to
sec adopted by many other health, boards. The careful management
of the executive work of the Bcard under Dr. H. M. Bracken, the sec-
retary, as shown by the special report, is evidently of a very high order.
Almost the only criticisni we have to offer is that the plan followed of
combining a numnber of quarterly reports ini one volumc, makes rather
difficult reading.

W. J.

TRANSACTIONS OF TIR P'ATHOLOGICAL SOCIETV OF PIILÀDELPHIA. 'ol.
XVIII. Containing the Reports of the Proceedings of the Society
from October, 1895. to June, 1897. Philadelphia. 1898.

To words of ours are necessary to commend the Transactions of this
old established Pathological Society, suffice it to say that the volume
before us is thoroughly worthy of the reputation of that Society, not
merely in its valuable contents, but also in its illustrafions and general
appearance. It is, if possible, in advance of anything yet published by
any pathological society on this continent-the series of volumes, in
fact, of this Society are usually available for reference in connection
with morbid anatomical conditions, and in this respect run very close
to the Transactions of the Pathological Society of Lonaon.

J. G. A.

A TEXT-BooK UPox PATHoGENIc B&CTERIA FOR STUDENTS OF MEDI-
CINE AND PHvSICIANS. By JOSEPH MCFARLAND, M.D. Second
Edition. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1898.

Despite not a few errors, the first edition of McFarland's Pathology
was deservedly popular with the medical student on account of its easy
and interesting style, its excellent illustrations, and aamirable get Up.
The second edition is a marked improvement upon the first in very
many respects. It has grown not a little in the process of revision,
and new chapters have been added so as to bring the work well up to
date.

J. G. A.
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The nineteenth annual meeting of the above Association was held
in the Normal School Building, Toronto, June 13th and 14th, 1899.

The president, Dr. W. J. Gibson, Belleville, occupied the chair.
The following gentlemen were introduced to the Association:-Dr.

Wilding, delegate from the New York State Medical Society; Dr.
Christian Fenger, Chicago; Dr. Bowditch, Boston; Dr. J. C. Wilson,
Philadelphia, and Dr. D. W. Montgomery, Los Angeles, Cal.

A Case of 3fuscular Dystrophy was presented by Dr. Ingersoll
Olmsted, Hamilton, which proved to be an orthodox case of its kind
and excited a good deal of interest in the members present.

Relapse in Typhoid Fever. Dr. J. C. Wilson, in reading this highly
interesting paper, took as his "working hypothesis" the condition of
the gall bladder at the time of the occurrence of the relapse. The
cause of the relapse was due to the sudden discharge of the accumulated
contents of that cyst, which contained large quantities of the bacilli,
into the intestine, thus producing the reinfection and the relapse.

The paper was ably discussed by Drs. McPhedran and Jno. L.
Davison.

On the afternoon session being convened, the Hon. G. W. Ross,
minister of education, delivered in his usual eloquent style an address
of welcome to the Association. He eulogized the medical profession
for the assistance it was to the department in maintaining the proper
scientific spirit in the country. At some length he dwelt on the sub-
ject of tuberculosis and health in the public schools, as also the ques-
tions of examinations at too early an age and home lessons, to which
he was opposed, as being injurious and harnful. He thought the
country must produce men strong in mind and body, men with nerves
that will endure the strain of public life.

The President, Dr. Gibson, then delivered the annual presidential
address, and in a very practical manner discussed serum therapy, tuber-
culosis, Dominion registration, over-pressure in public schools and im-
provements in medical teaching. At its close he was tendered a vote
of thanks by the Association.

SYMPOSIUM ON TUBERCULOSIS.

The Sanitarium Treatment of Pulmonaxy Tuberculosis was very ably
presented by Dr. Vincent V. Bowditch, of the Sharon Sanitariium,
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Boston. The treatment adopted there consisted in abundance of fresh
air, judicious exercise, pulmonary gymnasties and calisthenics. The re-
sults achieved at Sharon mean that sanitaria should be near all the
large cities and towns.

Dr. N. A. Powell, Toronto, spoke of the earliest diagnosis and selec-
tion of cases for sanitarium treatment.

Dr. T. F. MacMalhon discussed home treatment and prevention of
tuberculosis.

Dr. Charles Sheard, M. H. O., Toronto, took Care and Preven-
tion" as his text.

Dr. M. I. Beeman, Newburgh, Ont., spoke of more bacteriological
work being done by the general practitioner.

Dr. P. H. Bryce, secretary of the Provincial Board of Health, dealt
with the establishment of sanitaria from the governmental stand-
point.

Dr. McConnell told of three years experience in New Mexico.
Dr. John H-Iunter, Toronto, thought every patient's chest should be

exainined, no natter what the disease for whlich lie consulted the
physician.

Dr. Wm. Oldright said disinfection should be carried ouf in all cases
after habitation by a consumptive.

Dr. Playter spoke of the use of ozonized air in the treatment.
Dr. Coventry thought La Grippe was responsible for laying the

foundation of many of these cases.
Dr. Price Brown emphasized the importance of the general practi-

tioner being familiar with the use of the rhinoscope and the laryngo-
scope.

A strong resolution of sympathy for Dr. J. E. Graham (since de-
ceased) in his present illness was unanimously adopted.

BANQUET. The annual banquet was held in the
Conkey's restaurant, the president presiding.

SECOND DAY.

In the surgical section, Dr. Wishart, London, was
and the following papers were read and discussed.

Inguinal Hernia-Dr. William Oldright.
Treatment of Hernia-Dr. Angus McKay, Ingersoll.

evening at Mc-

elected chairman

A Peculiar Gynecological Case-Dr. Harrison, Selkirk, Ont., in which
a woman had passed a glass stylet penholder into her womb to induce an
abortion. A subsequent exploratory abdominal operation was performed
and the stylet was found in the region of the spleen. The woman re-
covered.

The Seminal Vesicles in Health and Disease-Dr. E. E. King.
A Note on Kocher's Method of Radical Cure of Hernia-Femoral and

Inguinal-Dr. Primrose, Toronto.
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Fibrinous Rhinitis-Dr. D. J. Gibb Wishart, Toronto.
Electrolysis and Cataphoresis in the Treatment of ioperable and Re-

current Malignant Disease-Dr. R. K. Frazer, Thamesville, Ont.
On Some Points in the Diagnosis of Eye Affections-Dr. R. A. Reeve,

Toronto.
In the medical section, Dr. Russell, Hamilton, was elected chairman,

and the following papers were read and diseussed :
Ophthalmology and the General Profession-Dr. G. H. Burnham.
The Insanity Plea in Medical Jurisprudence-Dr. J. Russell.
Notes of a Case of Torticollis-Dr. D. 0. Meyers, Toronto.
Acute Diabetes-Dr. A. F. McKenzie, Monckton, Ont.
Treatment of Eczema-Dr. Graham Chambers, Toronto.
The Present Status of Ergot in Obstetrie Practice-Dr. Kenneth

McIlwraith, Toronto.
GENERAL SESSION.

A Case of Coccidial Infection. Dr. D. W. Montgomery, Los Angeles,
gave a clear description of this case, vhich occurred in a young German
of twenty-one years, who came to California at three years of age.

DISoUSSIoN IN SURGERY. Dr. Christian Fenger, Chicago, read an
admirable paper on the diseases of the kidney amenable to surgical
treatment. He prefaced his remarks with a description, historical, of
the origin pf the surgery of the kidney and ureter, alluding to the im-
mense amount of literature which had been produced on the subject
within the last decade-viz., something like nine hundred papers.

He emphasized the importance of examination of .the urine in all
cases in operating on the kidney, and said that it was particularly im-
portant to estimate the quantity of urea. Then he took up the dif-
ferent diseases of the kidney for which we operate and jn a classical
manner described each and the indications for and against operation.

ELECTION (F OFFICERS.

President-Dr. J. E. Graham, Toronto.
First Vice-President-Dr. A. H. Wright, Toronto.
Second Vice-President-Dr. M. I. Beeman, Newburgh,, Ont.
Third Vice-President-R. J. Trimble, Queenston, Ont.
Fourth Vice-President-A. F. McKenzie, Monckton, Ont.
General Secretary-Harold C. Parsons, Toronto.
Assistant Secretary-E. H. Stafford, Toronto.
Treasurer-George H. Carveth, Toronto.
The special committee appointed at the last meeting re Hospital

Abuse brought in a very .strong report at- the evening session, 'which
was read by Dr. W. J. Wilson, Toronto. This provoked. an aninated
discussion and was unanimously adopted by the Association.

After the reception of other reports the meeting adjourned to again
meet in Toronto in 1900.
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ON THE INFECTIOUSNESS OF TYPHOID EXCRETA.

Within a few months following the first full study of the typhoid
bacillus by Gaffky, in 1884, numerous observers demonstrated, as they
thought, that the typhoid bacilli are recognisable without any great
difficulty in the stools of typhoid patients and this at all periods of the
disease, and these observers proving, as they seemed to, that the bacilli
were thus discharged in great numbers into the fSces, afforded so ready
an explanation of the dissemination of the disease that ever since it has
been an article of universally accepted belief that the stools are the
main agent in the spread of typhoid.

This is but one of the numerous examples which might be given of
bacteriological mistakes )r half truths being distinctly useful in their
time, for now there is little doubt that what these early observers really
saw in the stools were colon bacilli-bacteria at that time little known,
but presenting a close similarity to the typhoid bacillus in very many
respects. When the points of similarity and distinction between these
two forms were more fully studied, it was found that, as a matter of
fact, it is extremely difficult to, isolate typhoid bacilli from the foaces.
Walthelet, in 1895, using the most delicate methods of differentiation
then known, could only obtain bacilli in the stools of four out of twelve
typhoid patients.

That same year Elsner perfected a new medium for the separation
of typhoid and colon bacilli, a medium consisting of potato-gelatine, to
which 1 per cent. of potassium iodide had been added; this is not per-
fect, for some varieties of the colon bacillus in their mode of growth
upon it are scarce to be distinguished from the B. Typhi; nevertheless,
with this medium a great step in advance has been made.

Since then Philip H. Hiss, of New York, has perfected a still more
delicate method, under which at no time would it appear possible to.
confuse the two forms. Unfortunately, extreme care is requisite in
the preparation of Hiss'a media, and they are by -no means likely to come



into general use. But by these two methods of Elsner and Hiss the
early deductions 'reaòhed by false methods have been shown to be in
the main correct.

Pollak (Prague, 1896,), Jemia (Genoa, 1897,), .Richardson (Boston),
and Ilorton Smith (London), have together exanined 40 cases of en-
teric fever, in all of whicli they have, if not in every sample examined
nevertheless eventually, discovered the bacilli during the first two weeks
of the disease. On the other hand, after the first two weeks the bacilli
are rarely ta be obtained. 1{orton-Smith* has more especially made
a study of this matter and quotes several cases to this effect. Lazarus
coiild only find the bacilli in the stools of three out of sixteen convales-
cents, Richardson in one out of thirteen.

It would consequently seem evident that, judged by our present
methods, the typhoid bacillus is only present in the foces in consider-
able numbers in the earlier stages of the disease and is rare in the stools
of convalescents. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that even at
the present time our methods for the differentiation of the typhoid from
the colon bacillus are not perfect and these facts should not in any
way lessen the care to be taken in the disinfection of typhoid excreta.

Indeed, certain further observations made from '96 onwards demand
that increased care be taken with the excreta in general, for it is pos-
sible that the urine may contain enormous quantities of the bacilli.
This was suggested long ago, but the first accurate paper upon the sub-
ject was one by Horton-Smith in '96. He showed that in some, though
not in all, cases of typhoid fever, true typhoid bacilli occur in the
urine; that when they occur they are present in considerable numbers,
and also that their occurrence is towards the end of the disease, during
the third week or later. These results have since been amply con-
firmed by Richardson, Petruchsky, Blumer and others.

Summing together Richardson, Horton-Smith and Blumer's cases,
we find that, of 60 cases observed, positive results were obtained in 15,
or, in other words, typhoid bacilli are present in the urine in about 25
per cent. of the cases of this disease, while in about 5 per cent. they are
present in suclh enormous quantities as to render the urine turbid.

There are certain very interesting points in connection with this ap-

pearance of the bacilli in the urine. The earliest day on which they
have been discovered so far has been the 15th, on the other hand they
have been found as late as the 39th day and 10 days affer final deferves-
cence; in one case they were noticed during a period of 70 days, far
into convalescence, and several patients were actually discharged from
St. .Bartholomew's still exhibiting the phenomenon. Thie fact that there
may be enormous numbers in the urine and at the same time no bacilli

* The Lancet, May 20th, 1899.
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are to be obtained from the blood, would indicate that we have not here
to deal with a simple filtration or separation of the bacilli out of the
circulation; there must be a proliferation either within the tubules of
the kidney or in the urinary passages in general.

This long persistence in the urinary tract of these microorganisms
is on a par with their persistence in the gall bladder and in the neigh-
bourhood of joints, weeks and it may be months after the acute attack
has completely passed away.

These observations bring us face to face with what, from a publie
health point of view, is a very serious problem. In the first place it
clearly is no longer admissible to take no care with regard to the dis-
infection of the urine of typhoid patients. Even, if in only a certain
proportion of cases this be infectious, the fact that that proportion is a
large one niakes it imperative that every care be taken to disinfect the
total exereta. In the second place we have to recognize that it is in the
late stages of the disease that the urine nay be infectious and that this
infection nav continue far into convalescence. In one case Petruch-
sky fouid the enonnous number of 172,000,000 bacilli in each cubie
centimeter of urine. Indeed, as Horton-Smith points out, the wide
contamination of extensive sources of water supply is more easily ex-
plicable by means of this infected urine than by the foces.

It would seeni almost impossible to lay down strict rules with regard
to the disposal of the urine of those who regard themselves in complete
health; it is, however, possible for the physician to order that, until the
very last day of their confinement as patients, the urine of those suffer-
ing from typhoid should be disinfected; beyond this point it is practi-
cally impossible to lay down any rule. Happily, there is still another
way out of this difficulty. Richardson (Journ. Exper Med., 1899, Vol.
4, p. 1) lias proved very clearly that 10 grains of Urotropine adminis-
tered iliree times a day, leads to the rapid disappearance of the bacilli
from the urine. In one case in St. Bartholomew's, under Dr. Gee and
Dr. Andrews, treatment for three days with Salol had no effect, the
typhoid hacilli were still present in enormous numbers in the urine;
when Urotropine was given as above, at the end of 48 hours the urine
became and henceforth remained absolutely sterile.

Thus we may well recommend with Richardson and Horton-Smith
that all typhoid patients be given simall doses of Urotropine, commenc-
ing with the third week of the disease.

CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
TORONTO MEETING.

The thirty-second annual meeting of the Canadian Medical Association
will be held at Toronto on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, August
30th, 31st and September lst, 1889.
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Through the kindness of the Honorable Minister of Education for
Ontario, the building of the Education Departnent has been placed at
the disposai of the Association, and in it the. meeting will be held. This
building is most centrally situatrd, as the Cliurch Street cars pass the
building, and the Yonge Street line is but one block away.

The programme will be of exceptional interest, and the very important
subjeet of Inter-Provincial Registration will receive full discussion at this
nceting.

A number of entertainments have been provided for, including a recep-
tion and musicale for members and their friends on the first evening; an
afternoon tea at the Royal Canadian Yacht Club on the island, and other
entertainments. The Association will be the guests of the city of Toronto
on Thursday evening, when members and their friends are invited to
attend a smoking concert on board one of the large Niagara steamers
during a sail of a couple of hours on Lake Ontario. The pyrotechnie
display at Exhibition Park will be witnessed from the dock o,' the vessel.
On Friday afternoon the Association will be entertained by the President
and Directors of the Toronto Industrial Exposition at Exhibition Park.

There will be an exhibition of instruments, drugs and physicians' sup-
plies in connection with the meeting.

The Committee of Arrangements is naking every possible effort to
insure a successful meeting, and trusts that there will be a very large'
attendance. As the meeting is held during the first wek of the Indus-
trial Exposition, railway tickets to Toronto and return may be obtained
at reduced rates (single fare throughout Ontario).

It bas been found impossible to send a circular concerning tie Canadian
Medical Association to every practitioner in the Dominion, as the lists of
addresses are inperfect. It is particularly requested that any reader of
this JOURNAL who lias not received a cilcular, and who takes any interest'
whatever in the advancement of professional and scientifie progress, will
send a card to the General Secretary, Dr. F. N. G. Starr, 471 College
Street, Toronto, fron whom lie wil! roceive ail information.

PROGRAMME.
The President's Address will be delivered on the afternuon or eveiiing of the first

day by Irving H. Caneron.
The address in Surgery vill be given by W. B. Coley, of New York.
The address in Medicine by J. T. Fotheringliani, of Toronto.
ln the Skin Clinic, G. Chambers and A. McPhedran, of Toronto, and A. R. Robin-

son, of New York, and others will take part.
The following is a partial list of the papers to be read:
"The best methcd of dealing with the consuiptive poor." E. J. Barrick, Toronto.
"Floating kidney .simulating disease of the ovaries and tubes." A. Lapthorn

Smith, Moiitreal.
" Observations on adenoids and enlarged tonsil and their renioval, with notes of

eighty cases in privateai(d hospital practice." D. J. Gibb Wishart, Toronto.
" The methods and ultimnate results of operations for halux valgus." N. A.

Powell, Toronto.
" Report of a case of abdominal pregnancy." H. Meelk, London.
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" An experience in formaldehyde disinfection." F. Montizanbert. Ottawa.
" An inquiry into the etiology of chronie Bright's disease." A. G. Nicholls, Mont-

real.
Operations for extra-nterine gestation." i. Il. Chown, Winntipeg.
Tuberculosis in cattle and its prevention." J. George Adamti, Montreal.

" The hospital roon in each dwelling." W. J. Telfer, Montreal.
The reatment of spina bifida." Geo. A. Bingham, Toronto.

" Complications and treatmnent of.fjractures of the skull." J. M. Elder. Montreal.
" Recurrent paralysis of the third nerve (Charcot's ophthalnoplegic migraine)."

J. W. Stirling, Montreal.
" Tuberculosis and insurance." 1. Hunter, Toronto.
" (a) Typhoid infection without intestinal lesion ; (b) Gastroptosis." A. McPled-

ran, Toronto.
" Some observations on Lte treatment of cancer." A. R. Robinson, New York.
" Gall-bladder surgery." J. F. W. Ross, Toronto.
" Typhoid epideinics I have met." Wyatt Johnston, Montreal.
" The treatient of cataraet." R. A. Reeve, Toronto.
" Christian Science." J. 1-I. Richardson, Toronto.
" Amsthesia by chloroform and ether." Wn. 13. Jones, Rochester.
" Treatment of the acute digestive disorders of infancy." A. R. Gordon, Toronto
" Rhinoliths." lnbert D. Hamilton, Montreal.
" Observations on the relations of the thyroid gland to the uterus." O. R..,

Dickson, Toronto.
" The question of operation on thyroid tumnors.' Geo. A. Peters, Toronto.
" A case of nalignant disease of the .gall-bladder, simulating hydronephrosis

(feeding thîrough the gall-bladder for tlree days)." F. N. G. Starr, Toronto.
" An original method for the direct estimation of protoid digestion 'in the

stomach." A. L. Benediet, Bullitlo.
Nephro-lithotomy." B. L. Riordan, Toronto.

" 'rThe mastoid operation in chronic mniddle ear disease. .J. M. MacCallum, Toronto.
Ringwormt in Toronto." Graltatn Chambers, Toronto.

" The Great Lakes as a lealth resort." E. Il. Adans, Toronto.
"A case of subcutaneous eiphysema." Frederick Fenton, Toronto.

Papers bave also been promised by G. HI. Burnhain, Toronto; A. B.
MacCallum ani J. J. Maekenzie, of Toronto, and a number'of others.

During the meeting, T. G. Roddick, of Montreal, will address the
Association on the subject of ".Dominion Registrttion."

The Pathological Museurm, in charge of a committee, with A. Primrose
as chairman, wili add much to the interest of the meeting. A great
nany specimens have been prominsed, among which are the following :

Lover half of rectum removed for cancer. A. L. Smith, Montreal.
Ectopie pregnancy. H. Meek, London.
Extra uterine gestation, and others. I. II. Chown, Winnipeg.
Rarer foris of aneurism. H{earts. Calculi. Disease and fractures of bone, and

others. J. George Adami, Montreal.
Cast of hand fron a case of acronegaly. J. M. MacCalluin, Toronto.
Congenital atresia of snall intestine. W. B. Jones, Rochester.
Eustrongylus gigas in kidney of mink. Fornialdehyde preparations. Dry anato-

inical preparations. F. N. G. Starr, Toronto.
Obstruction of colon by large gall-stone. SuperfoStation, abortion at 4th month,

2 sacs 4 nionths and 6 wecks. Elevated fraciture of skull. 1-Icart and aorta. Fusi-
form dilatation of latter due to syphilitie endarteritis. Carcinona of prostate with
terminal suppurative cystitis. Col umnar-celled carcinonia of stomach. Difluse
infiltration fron cardiac to pyloric orifices. Solid ovarian tumor (Fibro-Iyo-Sar
coma) twelve pounds, etc. W. T. Connell, Kingston.



Lung-Uhronie tuberculosis, Acute iniliary, Tubercular broncho-pneuinonia, etc.
Female Generative Organs-Adhesions of pelvie organs, Pyosalpinx, Cysts, Tumors,
etc. Bladcler Urinary-Prostatic changes, Sacculation, Calculi, etc. Bladcer
Biliary-Hydrops, Calculi, etc. Kidney-Cirrhotic chinges, Cysts, Tumors, lydro-
nephrosis and Pyonephrosis, Calculi, Tuberculosis, Anomalies and faults. osopha-
gus-Stricture, New growths. Stoiach-Ulcer simple, Carcinoma. Intestine-
Adeno-carcinoma, Colitis, Enteritis chronic, Typhoid changes, Tibercular ulcera-
tions. Appendices. Heart-Anonialies and developmiental faults, Pericarditis,
Myocarditis, Myomalachia cordis, Endocarditis, Chronie valvular disease, New
growths, Dilation and hypertrophy without valve lesion. Blood Vessels-AtliromIa,
Aneurisms, EctaGes, Varicose veins. Liver-Abscess, Cirrhotic changes, Venous
congestion, Amyloid, Syphilis, New growths. W. Goldie, Toronto.

For further particulars address F. N. G. Starr, general secretary, Bio-
logical Department, Toronto.

CONVOCATION OF McGILL FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

The total number of students registered in the Faculty of Medicine for
the Session 1898-99 was 447, made up as follows

First Y ear............................. 134
Second Year..... ...... .............. 126
Third Year . ......................... 93
Fourth Year........................... 83
Graduates in attendance .............. il

:447

PRIZES, HONOURS AND MEDALS.

EsOL3Es GOLD MEDAL for highest aggregate in all subjects forming the Medical.
Curriculum, A. H. Gordon, of St. John, N.B.

FINAL PRIZEMAX for highebt aggregate in Fourth Year subjects, T. G. McNiece,
of Carsonby, Ont,

CLEMEsitA PRrZE for Clinical Therapeuties F. J. Nicholson, B.A., of Victoria, B.C.
MCGILL MEnrcAL SOUTETY SENTOi PRIZEs-First Prize, T. G. McNiece; Second,

Prize, F. T. Tooke, B.A.
TIRni YEAR PrZMAN, E. R. Secord, Brantford, Ont.
SuTrHERLAND MEDALLIST, J. W. T. Patton, Ponds, N.S.
SECOND YEAR PRÎZEMAN, R. H. Ker, B.A., Montreal.
SENIOR ANATO3Y PRIZE. J. Bruce, B.A., Moncton N.B.
MCGILL MEDTCAL SOcIETY JUNIOR PRIZEs-First- Prize, C. Shearer; Second

Prize, R. P. Campbell, B.A.
FrnsT YEAR PRIZEMAN, R. M. Van Wart, B.A., Fredericton, N.B.
JUNIOR ANATo'MY PRIZE, R. M. Van Wart, B.A.

. The following gentlemen, 64 in number, have fulfilled all the require-
ments to entitle them to the degree of M.D., C.M., from the University.
In addition to the primary subjects, they have passed a satisfactory ex-
anination, both written and oral, on the following subjects : Principles
and Practice of Surgcry, Theory and Praetice of Medicine, Obsteiries
and Diseases of Women and Children, Pharnacology and Therapeuties,
Mediceal Jurispirudence, Practical and Goneral Pathology and Ilygien,-
and also Clinical Exaninations in Medicine, Surgery. Obsteti-ecs, Gynoe-
cology and Ophthallmology, conducted at the bedside in the hospital

Alley, G. T........... .............. Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Aylmer, A. L ............................. Melbourne.
Bowles,, C. T...................... ........ Ottawa, Ont.
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Brown,...... . .......... . Platttsburg,' N.Y.
Browning, W. E........ .Exeter, Ont.
Burnett, W,' B., B.A. ................. Sussex, Ont.
Burris, J. S......... .................... . Halifax, N.S.
Canieron, L. G ........................... Caseades, Que.
Casseimnan, P. 0.Morrisburg, Ont.
Craig, J. E ...................... .......... North Gower, Ont.
Canuning, W.A ....................... king n, Que.
DaIrche, C. E................................Danville, Que.
Drier, N. E ...... ...... '--- -.............. Woodstock, N.B.
Dyer, E. 0., B.A.,... ..................... Sutton, Que.
Fawcett, R. F. M..........................Jamaica, W.I.I.
Fitzgerald, C. T............................larbor Breton, NfId.
Francis, B............ ............. Sydney Mines, N.S.
Fuller, G. F. LeR........ .. .............. Sweetsburg, Que.
Galbraih, W. S.................... .... Letlihbridge, N.W.T.
Gillis, E. G ....................... ......... Iidin River, P.E.I.
Cordon, A. Il..............................St. John, N.B.
Gray, C. F. A .............................. Montreal, Que.
G reene, E.................................. Leitrim , Ont.
Iliggin1s, C. P............ ............. Victoria, 13.0.
Jackson, F. S.............................. Westimlount, Que.
joues, F. B.... ........................... Montreal, Que.
Jones, 1). C................................MIaitland, Ont.
Law, ................................... Ottawa, Ont.
Levy, A., B.A ............................. Montreal, Que.
Linehan, D. M...... ..... ........... Calgary, N.W.T.
Loeb, A. A.................................Montreal, Que.
Logie, A. E............................. Chatham, N.B.
Love, R.l.... ....... .................... Carleton Place, Ont.
Macdonald, J. S ........................... Montreal, Que.
Mackenzie, C. A...... .......... Toronto, Ont.
McComnbe, J...............................Dublin, Irelantd.
McKay, J. ..... . ................. Morewoocl, Ont.
MuIntyre, J. D ............................ Clifton, P.E.1.
McKechie, W. C ....... ................... Marqiette, Man.
McNally, . A................. .......... Abramu's Village, P.E.I.
McNanghton, F. M. A., B.A...............I-untingdon, Que.
McNiece, T. G........................Carsonby, Ont.
Morris, T. E.... ........................... S. John, N.B.
Murphy, E. F...............................St. Jol, N.B.
Nash, A. C... ............................. Ogdensburg, N.Y.
Nicholson, F. J., B.A... .................. Victoria, 11.0.
O'Brien, J. R., B.A.....:........... ....... Ottawa, Ont.
Peppers, -I. W., B.A......................Fredericton, N.B.
Phelps, S. E ............................... Stenhen, Me., U.S.A.
Rajottu, E. C. F ..... .. .............. Montreal, Que.
Ross, S. A.................................H-intonburg, Ont.
Rutherford, R. M...,... .................. 1 lawkcesbnry, Ont.
Ryan, G. 11. W. ........................... Montreal, Que.
Scott, J. J.................................M ontreal, Que.
Shore, R. A. A., B.A ...................... Toronto, Ont.
Sutherland, W. !1................,........Sea View, P.E.I.-
Thompson, G. 1-.. ........................ North Sydney, N.S.
Tooke, F. T., B.A..........................Montreal, Que.
Trites, C. 3................... ............ Petitcodiac, N.B.
Turnbull, T................... ............ Stratford, Ont.
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Whillans, il. A... ... .............. Nepean, Ont.
Wilkins,W. A ....... . .. ................ Montreal, Que.
Witlherbee, W. D .......................... Postdan, N,Y.
Woodley, J. W............................Itoukland, Ont.

The following students, sixLy-nine in iinmber, have passed ini all the
subjects of the Third Year, viz.: Pathology, Pharmacology and Thera-
peuties, Hygiene and Bacteriology, Medical Jurisprudence, Mental
Disoases, Medicino, Surgery and Clinical Chemistry.

Aristrong, J. 'V., B.A.
Aylner. A. L.
Baird, J. A.
Billantyne, 0. T.
B3ishop, T. E.
Brennan, F. A.
Brown, E. L.
Bituiett, P.
Burris, J. S.
Caurn -'wat.h, J. E. M.
CJart.wrighut, O.
Charlton, g. A.
Chisliolmn, .1.
Cleumesha, W. F.
Coates, Il. W.
Colin, J. D.
Coiroy, R. J.
Cook, C. R.
Cowperthwaite, W. M.
Cox, J. Rl.
Crozier, J. A., B.A.
Dannelly, A. .1., B.A.
Doull, A. E.

Eagar, W. 11.
Freemnl, C. Il, B.A.
Gibson, E. J.
Giiday, A. L. 0., B.A.
Gray, IL R. D.,IB.A.
Hall, A. R.
liaszard, O. F. L.
llenlry, C. K. 1>.
Ilobert, G.
m ill, W. il. P'.
Jardine, J.
Johnuston, A.
Law, R.
Loeb, A. A.
Macdonald, J. S.
McConllei, R. E., B.A.
McDonald, W. F.
McKee, S. Il., B.A.
MeNally, D. A.
Martin, L. W.
Morris, T. E.
Morrison, A. S.
Morrison, G. D.

Murray, L. M.
Mussen, A. T.
Paitinu, A. O.
lPaterson, '. F., B.A.
LPattee, iE. J.
Patton, J. W.- T.
Pope, E. L., B.A.
Porter, A. S.
Rajotte, R. C. F.
Richard, F. A., B.A.
Robb, G. W. A.
Ross, H., B.A.
Rou:,, W. J.
RIowley, W. E., B.A.
Rutherford, A. E.
Secord, E R.
Snyder, A. E. W.
St.evenson, R. 1-1.
TOdd, J. L., B.A.
Turnhuill, J. A.
Turner, W. C., B.A.
Wilson, v. A.
Woodl, D. F.

The following gentlemen, 99 in number, have eompletod thoir Second
Year examinations, which comprise the
Practical Anatomy, Chemistry, Practical
cal Physiology and Materia Medica:
Baird. J. A.
Readie, W. D.
Belanger, E. R.
Bradley, J.. H.
Browne, J. G., B A.
Bruce, J., 13. A.

in ll'et,, C., B.A .
Burler, P. E., B.A.
Callbeck, A. De S. B.
Campbell, A.
Campbell, B. P., B.A.
Campbell, O. E.
Carlyle, D. A.
Cartwright, C.
Ch.holmu, J.
Clemilesha, W. F.
Collison, H. McN.
Collison, J.

Conroy, R. J.
Costello, A. R.
Darche, 0. E.
Dixon, W. E.
Donaldson, A. S.
Duncan, J. W.
Egan, W. J.
Ellis, R. L.
Fleming, J, E.
Freenmn, C. il.
Fuller, A. T., B.A.
Fuller, G. F. L.
George, J. D.
Goodall, J. R.
Ilarley, R. o.
Unzard, E. F. L.
Hope, J. T.
Howard, A. C..P., B

followinug subjects A natomy,
Chemistry, Physiology, Practi-

Hunter, E. N. MeL.
Jackson, G. F.
.Johunson, R. deL.
Jolhnslon, J. L.
Jones, Il. A., B.A.
Kannaritiy, Ei'. L., BA
KenIIdll, A. L.
icer, R. B., B.A.
Legget, 'J'. H.
Little, I. M., B.A.
Lnney, T. H.
MacCairthy, F. H.
Mackay, M., B.A.
Mackenzie,,S.·ID.
MeDiarmuuid, WV. B.
McKay, D. S.
Mlcay, J. G.

A. Martin, E. A.
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Meighen, W. A.
Miller, G. Il. S.
Morris, T. E.
Mousseau, E. A.
Mullaly, E. J.
Newcombe, W. E.
O'Sullivan, M. T.
Patterson, A., B.A.
Payne, R. I.
Penner, E.
Redon, L. H., B.A.
Richards, B. A.
Robb,. G. W. A.
Roberts, J.
Robertson, C. G.

Robertson, L. F.
Robertson, R. D.
Robidonx, E. L.
Rogers, H. B.'
Russel, C. K., B.A.
Russell, E. M., B.A.
Rutherford, 0. A.
Rutherford, A. E.
Sanders, C. W.
Sayre, T. D.
Shearer, C.
Shearer, R. L.
Sinipson, E. G. W.,
Simpson, S. . .
Snyder, A. E. W.

Stentaford, G. L.
Stevenson, J,, B.A.
Stewart, C. J.
Symmes, C. R.
Taylor, W. L.
Todd, J. L., B.A.
Townsend, C.
Ward, J. A.
White, E. H.,
Wiley, E. E.
Williamns, V.
Wilson, J. J.

B.A. Winter, D. E.
Wood, D. F.
Wymlan, H. B., B.A.

The following students, 88 in number, have passed the examinations
in all the subjcets of the First Year, viz, : Anatomy, Chenistry and
Physics, Physiology, Histology, Biology and Practical Chemistry:
Aines, A. C.
Anton, D. L.
Bayfield, T. F.
Beatty, Il. W.
Bishop, L. C.
Blair, -1. G. F.
Blakeman, F. W.
Boyd, R. M.
Byers, Rl. J.
Campbell, J. A. E., B.A.
Cantlie, T. P. L.
Carnochan, 'W. L. C.
Christie, J. F.
Codrington, R. F.
Colby, J. C., B.A.
Coleman, C. E.
Crang, F. W.
Cullen, W. TI.
Dixon, J. D.
Dorion, W. A.
Douglas, F. C.
Dowson, C. K.
Doyle, A. J., B.A.
Duncanl, .J. V.
Eastman, E. B.
Evans, S.
Fearn. C. J.
Ferguson, W. I.
Folkins, Il. G.
Ford, W. S.

Fuller, H. T.
Gardner, W. A., B.A.
Giles, G. N.
Green, F. W.
Hlalliday, J. L.
Harley, R. O.
Harris, L. C.
Henry, C. M.
Hopkins, C.'W.
Irwin, F.
Johnson, JT. A., B.A.
Jones, N. C.
Lawlor, F. E.
Learnonth, G. E.
Leney, J. M., B.A.
Macdonald, A. A., B.A.
Maekinnon, G. E. L.
Maclaren, A. I., B.A.
MaeNaughton, J. A.
McGibbon, D.
McGrath, R. H.
McKee, W. E.
MeNeill, T. F.
McNeill, J. W.
Manchester, J. W.
Mason, P. C.
Mason, L. D., B.A.
Menzies, .T. E. -

Motl'att, G.

Moore, J. C., D.V.S.
Morrison, J. F.
Morse, W. R., B.A.
Mothersill, G. S.
Nettenx, P. E.
Niven,. K. S.
Paterson, R. C., B.A.
Peters, O. R.
Piekard, T. N.
Pratt, C. M.
Ritchie, C. F.
Robertson, J. J.
Russell, E. M., B.A.
Ryan, W. T., B.A.
Shaw, D. LeB.
Shearer, R.
Simpson, J. C.
Smith, T. W.
Stockwell, H. K.
Stowell, F. E.
Thomas, J. W., B.A.
Taylor, D. A.
Tolmie, J. A.
Townsley, R. H.
Van Wart, R. M., B.A.
Walker, H.
Wiggin, W. I.
V{illiams, F. T.
Williams, R. G.
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LAWSON TAIT, F.RC.S., ENa. AND EDIN.

By the death of Mr. Tait at the early age of 54, a great name in
surgery has passed away. Born in Edinburgh, where he received his
ordinary and professional education, he, however, did not take his de-
gree at the university, but qualified at the Royal College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons of Englandl. He some years later acquired
the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons of Eng-
land. He was a pupil and later became an assistant to
bir James Simpson, for whom he had a great admiration. Mr.
lait's earliest opportunities showed hin to be a man of marked origin-

ality, ability and force of character in all he said, wrote or did. His
leninigfs to surgery were early apparent, and especially to the surgery
of the diseases peculiar to women, to which, however, ho by no means
exclisively confned ~Iimself. He did his first ovariotomv at 23, and
of bis first fifty cases nineteen died, and iwe are told by Mr. Christopher
Martin, his pupil, assistant, partner and hospital colleague, that at this
tine he was operating under the carbolic acid spray and fuill antiseptie
precautions. This was in 1878, whben full antiseptic precautions were
not wbat they are to-day. He subsequently reported 139 successive
ovariotomies without a death, and bis ultimate vast experience was
evidencec in a paper entitled " A General Sumiary of Conclusions
from Four Thousand Cases of Abdominal Section," published in 1894.

Mr. Tait's greatest merits as a surgeon were boldness and originality,
fertility of resource and almost increclible rapidity in operating. To
whomsoever may belong the credit pf absolute priority, to Tait, un-
doubtedly. belongs the merit of popularizing sucli procedures as the
operation for ectopic gestation, for the remnoval of gall stones from the
gall bladder and liver, the removal of diseased ovaries and Fallopian
tubes anc the removal of the uterine appendages in uterine myona,
besides numerotus minor procedures in gynoecology.

To fully understand the immense force of Mr. Tait's personality one
must have known him intimately and seen him at work-one of the
greatest and mîost memorable privileges of the writer of this notice by
whoni it was enjoyed in 1886. Mr. Tait was in the zenith of his fame
and reputation in the eighties, and then it was the ambition of every as-
pirant to the practice of gynocology to make a pilgrimage to. Bir-
minghani, where for many years Mr. Tait lived and worked. So num-



erous were his visitors that lie ultimately found it necessary to restriet
tliem tIo a very great extent.

Doubtless, many of our readers will remember Mr. Tait's visit to
A merica on the occasion of theL Montréal meeting of the British Science
Association in 1884. The annal meeting of the Canadian Medical As-
sceiation had been arranged for that date. Before this meeting Mr.
Tait delivered an address on abdominal surgery, which excited mucli
attention and was putblished in this Journal. Numerous ,nvitations
poured in on Mr. Tait to visit other Canadian and American cities and
to operate. A number of these lie was able to accept.

Mr. Tait was a genius and he was not frce from the faults common to
genius. Under a brusque exterior and witl unconventional methods
and inanners, lie had a large and kindly heart, but >he was rarely other
than engaged in controversies; lie was a stout figliter and a hard hitter
and -consequently made many enemies. His letters were so character-
istie that, once acquainted with their style, no signature was necessary
to recognize them. Sucli a letter appeared in the nuinber of the Brit-
ish Medical Journal immediately preceding that which announced his
death.

Mr. Tait's energy and activity were too great to be confmued to the
work of his profession-he took a very active part in the municipal
affairs of Birmingham and for tii years was a member of the City
Council. In 1886 lie was the unsuccessful candidate for the parliament-
ary representation of the Bordesley Division of Birmingham in the
Radical and Home Rule interest. The writer, who was in Birmingham
shortly after the contest, well remembers the regret of his friends at
the issue of the contest. In the words of Mr. Labouchère. of London
Tru.th&, "lie would have been a most valuable addition to the House of
Commons.".

Mr. Tait died suddenly of urænia on the 13th of June, 1899, at
Llandudno, in Wales, but it was early in 1893 that lie first began to
suffer from, symptoms of chronie nephritis.

SIR WILLIAM IROBERTS.
There are many physicians who have made for themselves a greater

name and popular reputation tan Sir William Roberts, but there
have been few- brighter spirits, few who by their life work have done
so mueh Io advance the credit of English medical research. very few
im wliom race, training and natural ability combined to produce sO
interesting and refresling a personalitv.

For, in the first place, lie was of Welsh Wales, and of the most in-
tensely Welsh part of Wales, to wit, of Anglesea, where Cymric is stili
the universal medium of communication between all classes, so much
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so that the unfortunate "Sassenachl," if he strays beyond Holyhead or
Bangor, finds himself as much an Angle at sea as is the island itself.
And throughout life Roberts bore himself as a Welshman of the best
type. He was one of the small-built, black-haired Welshmen, alert and
genial, with that accent and intonation of the English language that
bewrayeth, and that simple humour which, as Shakespeare taught
us by the mouth of FluelleIn, is very far from denoting the
simpleton. Not that Sir William would compel his antagonist to
eat the leek : indeed, in this he departed fron type. He was neither
fiery nor litigious; on the contrary, vas of so gentle a nature as toi be
peculiarly averse to picking a quarrel or hurting the feelings of any
living man, present or absent. Yet, if one, listening to his ordinary
social talk, were inelined to judge that talk childish in its playfulness,
he would be brought up sharp against some shrewd sally or rejoinder,
se full of knowledge and so rich in thought that of a sudden one's
estimation of the man underwent an entire change.

His learning, further, was somewhat distinctive. The ordinary pub-
lie school of his boyhood was strictly orthodox and under the sway of
the Church of England. Thus, as the son of well-to-do Welsh,
and therefore Calvinistie, parents, he was sent to Mill Hill
in Hertfordsiire, then reeently established by the Congrega-
tionalists upon an undenominational basis, and thence, for his
medical studies, he passed naturally to University College, which yet
more fully represented the attempt to remove education froiii the domi-
nation of any one sect. The very liberalism which led to the founda-
tion of these two institutions led, especially in the- early years of their
existence, to a renascent keenness in the spirit and methods of their
teaching staffs, and of this young Roberts reaped the fill benefit. It
is not a little instructive to note how many of the leading English. phy-
sicians and surgeons of the close of this century have beei old UJniver-
sity College men, pupils of Sharpey, Quain, Walshe, Jenner, and
Erichsen.

That he was a brilliant student is shown by the fact that in his under.
graduate career lie obtained the highest honours in Chemistry and Physi-
ology for the B.A. degree of the University of London, the medal and
exhibition in Chemistry for the first M.B. exanination, and later, the gold
medals in Physiology, Comparative Anatomy, and Medicine, of that
university. Gaining his M. B. degree in 1853, he studied for some
months in France and Germany-a somewhat unusual course for an
English physician of those days. As a sequel wasý his intimate and
unusual acquaintance with continental medical literature.

. This very course, excellent as it was and explaining as it does his
later successes, told on him both favorably and unfavorahlv. Just
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as his training was distinctive, so his modes of work and thought
throughout life renained independent. It may be that the provincial

physician, like the colonial, labours under singular difficulties in mak-
ing his work known and appreciated at headquarters and thence re-
fiexly throughout the length and breadth of the empire, but some-
thing is due to loberts' voluntary independence and isolation that
his sound and valuable researches did not more rapidly become integral
parts of current medical knowledge. During the greater part of his
career, lie cared little about making himself and his results known
among his confrères at society meetings in London and elsewhere, or
in the medical press. So, also, though for close on thirty years lie was
an active teacher, I do not think that the ordinary student appealed to
him or gained the fullest benefit from his lectures and clinies, which,
rathier, were to be appreciated-and were appreciated-by the best men
of each year. As a consultant, however, lie had always that to say or
to advise which was apt and valuable, and so expressed as to linger long
in the nemory.

In 1854, lie was appointed house-surgeon to the Manchester Royal
Infirmary, and so remarkable an impression did he immediately make,
that the following year, wh en he was but twenty-five years old, he, a
comparative stranger, was elected without opposition a full physician
on the staff-a circumstance aimost unique in the history of so large
an English hospital. That same year lie was appointed lecturer on
anatomy and physiology in the School of Medicine, and from 1855 to
1889 he renained in intimate connection with these two institutions,
becoming eventually senior physician to the one and professor of medi-
eine in the other. Other appointments lie did not seek; nor, indeed,
did lie actively seek private practice: it came to him. His first ten
years in Manchester were spent very largely in the hospital wards and
in his laboratory, but the results of his long period of strenuous study
and research led to his being surely recognized in the middle of the
"sixties" as the leading physician in the North of England, a position
which lie retained for twenty years or more, Clifford Allbutt, in Leeds,
being his only serious rival. But even when most fully engaged as a
consultant, with much of his time spent in the train rushing here and
there within a radius of one hundred miles of Manchester, his chief est
interest and his main source of relaxation lay in his laboratory.

In the middle of the century, laboratories of physiological and path-
ological chemistry were unknown in connection with British medical
schools, and, the trend of Roberts' investigations being chemical, he
was forced to establisl his laboratory at his own house, nor when,
later, the ample laboratory accommodation at the Owens College was
at his disposal, would he take advantage of it. Thus his long series of
studies upon the digestive ferments and artificial foods, upon urie
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acid and the urates, gravel and gout, were made in his own house dur-
ing the course of a singularly active professional life ; and, what is
more, each laborious step in the preparation, weighing, and measuring
of his material, was performed by himself, unaided by any assistant.
"Far and few" are the men possessing the energy and tenacity to es-
tablish such a record. There is, it is true, a rising young New York
physician, known to many in Montreal, wlio, upon the topnost, storey
of one of the Madison Avenue palaces, keeps and feeds and ultimately
analyses a select herd of swine. Sir William Roberts' little den was of
an earlier age and could not compare with the New York installation;
if 1 mistake not the largest animalis ever kept there werc oysters.* Tlat
New York physician promises, by the present importance of his re-
searches, to be a second Sir William Roberts, nay, it may be a greater
than he, but, granting this case, it still remains wonderfully rare to
find the busy and popular consultant making time to prosecute, single-
handed, subtle researches in organic chemistry.

As for the published work of Sir William Roberts, a few words must
here be said. That by which ho made his mark was his well-known
Practical Trealise upon Urinary and Renal Diseases, of which at least
four editions have been publislied since 1865. This was, and, I think,
remains, the most original and most thorough discussion of the sub-
ject in our language. To Roberts we owe the simple and curiously
accurate yeast fermentation test for diabetic urine, as well as the basis
of our knowledge of the action of solvents upon urinary calculi, together
with observations upon the ultimate relationship of uric acid, the urates,
and the quadriurates, or, more exactly, between the foris in which uric
acid presents itself in the blood, the urine and the tissues,* observa-
tions as valuable as they are minute and painstaking, which are of ele-
mentary importance for the comprehension of both gravel and gout. This
most valuable series of studies is little recognized by continental work-
ers-a state of affairs for which, as already hinted, Roberts' isolation
as a worker must, I think, be held in part responsible. To him also we
owe the knowledge that the suppression of urine, as seen in calculous
anuria, induces symptoms distinct from the uromia of Bright's disease,
knowledge based upon a series of observations and amply confirmed
during the last few months only by the studies of Herter and Sydney
Martin. As the leading authority upon renal disease he contributed
important articles to the successive systems of Reynolds, Quain and
Al]butt.

* This, in the course of his studies upon foodstuffs, in which he proved that
oysters-live oysters-are the most digestible of food in that, their liver or gastric
ferments continuing active in the hunan stomach, they accomnodatingly digest
themselves. Thus, gastronomically speaking, it is a crime to cook the oyster.

t Croonian Lectures, 1892.
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Next to the urinary system and the disturbances therewith connected,
the digestive system claimed his attention. He was a pioneer in the
study of the digestive ferments from the point of view of the physician
and of the value of artificially digested foods; he called attention more
especially to tryptie fermentation and the activity of the pancreatic
secretion.* In 1891, he collected and placed in consecutive form his
long series of papers dealing with Digestion and Diet.

Elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1877, in 1885 lie (and his
work) obtained the well-merited recognition of Knighthood, and in
1889, wishing to escape the burden of his large consulting practice, lie
settled in London that lie might devote himself in a more leisurely and
thorough manner to research. "Single-minded and free from all
jealousies and small ambitions," his geniality and quaint humour soon
made him a great addition to London medical society. Until they knew
him, it was with bated breath that the staid metropolitan physicians
saw him ch aft the President of the Royal College of Physicians or other
head of the profession, then, finding that no evil was meant and none
ensued, they went on their way refreshed. One nearer to us in Mont-
real, hiniself also of the small-built, da.rk-haired, Celtie type, is surely
now creating in London a similar impression and great popularity.

Thus busied with new interests in London, the continuance of old
investigatons in his laboratory, and the development (during his yearly
holiday) of lis country seat in Wales, Sir William Roberts' life during
its last ten years would have been ideal had it not been saddened by the
sudden death of an only son, then an undergraduate at Oxford, a blow
from which lie never wholly recovered. Very wisely, lie accepted at
this period a position as meinber of the Opium Commission, for in India
hi found that total change of scene and of surroundings that were then
all mnportant. In the autun of 1898 symptoms of serious ill-health.
manifested thcmselves, and, progressing, led to his death on April 16th
at the age of sixty-nine. He was buried at Llanymawddwy, Merioneth-
shire.

J. G. Adami.

* Luileian Lectures, 1880.
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CANADIAN ADDENDUM TO TIIE BRITISII P[IARMACOPE[1A.
On the invitation of Dr. Attield, of London, England, the' Montreal

Medico-Chirurgical Society, bas taken the initiativ'. and vith the co-
operation of the following, bas drafted the attached liste Dr. A. D.
Blackader, Professor of Pharmnacology, MeGill University ; Dr, Robert
Wilson, Professor of Pharmacology, Bishop's College ; Dr. H. Hervieux,
Professor of Pharmacology, Laval University; Prof. J. E. Morrison, Past
President, American Pliarm. Association; Mr. R. W. Williams, President
Quebec Pharinaceutical Association; M.r. W. H. Chapinan, President
Montreal College of Pharmacy.

Using this as a foundation, the Medical Colleges, the Colleges of
Physicians and Surgeons, and the Pharmaceutical Associations and
Colleges throughout the Dominion are requested to contribute additions
and amendments.

A very short notice was given, and the completed addendum must be
in London within a short time.

ELIXIR SIMPLEX.

(Simple Elixir.)
Tincture of Orange.........2 ozs. 100 ces.
Tincture of Lenon.......... " "
Orange Flower Water ....... " 100
Alcohol (Wpercent.)........... 3 " 150
Svrup.......................... 8 " 400

Of each a sufficient quantity.

Mix the Tineture of Orange, Tincture of Lemon, Orange Flower Water,
Alcohol, Syrup and four fluid ounees (or two hundred cubici centimetres)
of water with two ounces of Kaolin ; set aside for twenty-four hours ;
tilter ; wash the filter with sufficient water to make twenty fluid ounces'
(or one thousand cubie centimetres) of Simple Elixir.

NoTE-In response to a demand for simple diluent ; not too sweet or
heavy.

EMULSUM OLEI MORRHUE.
(Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil..)

Cod Liver Oil.............. 8 ozs. 500 ccs.
Gum Acacia (in powder)... 2 " 125 grammes.
Syrup......... ......... 1 " 62½ ces.
Oil of Bitter Almonds .... 2 m. 5 m.
W ater ..................... a suflicient quantity.

Triturate the Cod Liver Oil and Gum Acacia together ; add five ounces
(or three hundred and thirteen. cubic centimetres) of water, and stir
briskiy ; when the emulsion is formned add the Oil of Bitter Almonds, the
syrup and sufficient vater to make sixteen fluid ounces (or one thousand
cubie centimetres).

NOTE-For the administration of Cod Liver Oil, or as a basis for com-
bination with the hyphosphites, creasote, quinine, etc.
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CANADIAN ADDENDUM TO THE BRITISH PHARMACOPEIA.

EXTRAoTUM APOCYNI LIQUIDUM.
(Liquid Extract of Apocynum.)

Apocynmn (in No. 60 powder). 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Glycerine...................... 2 " 100 ces.
Alcohol (90 per cent.).......... a suficient quantity.

Moisten the powdered Apocynum with about eight ounces (or four
hundred cubie centiietres) of the alcohol ; pack the moistened powder
in a percolator, and add sufficient alcohol to saturate it thoroughly ; when
the liquid begins to drop, close the lower orifice of the percolator ; set
aside for forty-eiglt hours ; thon allow percolation to proceed gradually,
adding alcohol until the Apocvnum is exhausted ; reserve the first seven-
teen finid ounces (or eight bundred and fifty cubie centimetres) of the
percolate ; reinove the alcohol from the remainder by distillation
evaporate the residue to a soft extract ; dissolve this in the reserved
portion ; add suflicient alcohol to produce twenty fluid ounces (or one
thousand cubie centimetres) of the Liquid.Extract.

Dose-2 to 5 minims.
NoTE-Valuable diuretic and cardiac stimulant. . Occasionally. used.

Of less importance.
EXTRACTUM BUCHU LIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Buchu.)
Buchu Leaves (in No. 40 Powder) 20 ozs. ' 1000 grammes.
Alcohol (90 per cent) ...... '.......a sufficient quantity.

Moisten the powdered Buchu Leaves with about cight ounces (or four
hundred cubie centimetres) of the alcohol ; pack the moistened powder
in a percolator, and add sufflicient alcohol to saturate it thoroughly ;
when the liquid begins to drop, close the lower orifices of the percolator;
set aside for forty-eight hours ; then allow percolation to proceed,
gradu ally adding alcohol until the Buchu Leaves are exhausted ; reserve
the first seventeen fluid ounces (or eight hundred and lifty cubic conti-
metres) of the percolate ; remove the alcohol from the remainder by
distillation ; evaporate the residue to a soft extract ; dissolve this in the
reserved portion ; add sufficient alcohol"to produce twenty fluid·ounces
(or one thousand cubic centimetres) of the Liquid Extract.

NOTE--The tincture is hardly ever used as it contains too much alcohol.
EXTRACTUM GRINDELIA TIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Grindelia.)
Grindelia (in No. 40 powder)... 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Alcohol (90 per cent)........... a suflicient quantity.

Prepared the same as Buchu.
EXTRACTUM ITYsOCYAMI LIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Henbane.)
Flenbane Leaves,(in No. 40 powder) 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Alcohol (60 per cent) ............... a sufliciènt quantity.

Sane as Buchu.
NOTE-More reliable than the suceus as obtained in Canada, and con-

tains less alcohol than the tincture.
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EXTRACTUM PRUNI VIRGINIANiE LIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Vild Cherry.)
WilId Cherry Bark (i No. 40 po wder). 20 ozs. 1000 gramnies.
Glycer:ne .................... . ... 2 100 ces.
AlcoIol (45 per cent.)....... .......... A siflicient quantity.

Mix the Glycerine with six ounces (or three hundred cubic centinietres)
of the alcohol ; noisten the Wild Cherry Bark witt the mixture, and allow
to maccrate in a tightly closed vessel for forty-eight hours ; pack the
moistened powder in a percolator and sutlicient menstruum to saturate it
thoroughly ; when the liquid begins to drop, close the lower oritice of
the percolator ; set aside for twenty-four hours ; thon allow percolation
to proceed, gradually adding monstruum until the Wild Cherry iBark
is exhausted ; reserve the first eighteen ounces (or nine lundred cubic
centirnetres) of the percolate ; renove the alcohol from the renainder
by distillation : evaporate the residue to a soft extract ; dissolve this in
the reserved portion ; add sufficient inenstruun to produce twenty fluid
ounces (or one thousand cubie centimetres) of the Liquid Extract.

Dose.-30 to 60 minims.
NOTE-I-Much more serviceable than the tinuture.

EXTRACTUM TRITICI LIQUIDUM.

Liquid Extract of Couch Grass.)
Couch Grass (cut small). 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Boiling Water.......... A sufficient quantity.
Alcohol (90 per cent).... 5 ozs. 250 ces.

Digest the Couch Grass withi one hundred ounces (or five litres) of
boiling water for six hours ; strain ; repeat the operation twice ; mix
the infusions and evaporate to fifteen ounces (or eight hundred cubie
centimetres) : add the alcohol; let stand twenty-four hours and filter.

Dose.- to 2 drachms.
NOTE.-Very often used. Al the principles are in solution.

EXTRACTUM GRINDELIA LIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Grindelia.)
Grindelia in No. 40 powder, 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Sodium Carbonate......... 2 " 100 "
W ater...................... 10 " 500 "
Alcohol (80 per cent.) ...... A suflicient quantity.

Moisten the Grindelia with eight ounces (or four hundred cubie centi-
metres) ; macerate in a closed vessel for tventy-four hours ; pack the
moistened powder in a percolator, and add sufficient menstruum to
saturate it thoroughly ; when the liquid begins to drop, close the lower
orifice of the percolator : set aside for twenty-four hours ; then allow
percolation to proceed gradually, adding menstruum till the Grindelia is
exhausted. Recover the alcohol by distillation, and digolve th'riè'idue
in the water containing the Sodium Bicarbonate. and after 'efferv6scinee
ceases add sufficient alcohol to make twenty ounces (or one thousand
cubie centimetres) of Liquid Extract.

Dose.-10 to 20 minims.
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NoTE.-Frequently used. Made according to this formula it is missible
vifi water without precipitation of resins. AIl the active principles are

EXTRACT sENEoX LIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Senega.)
Seiiega (in No. 40 powder). 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Solution of Soda ...... .... 2 " 100 ces.
Alcoliol (70 per cent.) ..... A suflicient quantity.

Moisten the powdered Senega with the Solution of Soda and six ounes
of alcohol ; pack the moistened powder in a percolator, etc., the same as
for Buchu.

Dose.-5 to 20 minims.
NoTE.-Is in great demand. Requires to be thus made With a non-

volatile alkali to prevent gelatinous change.
EXTRACTUM SANGUINARIE LIQUIDOM.

(Liquid Extract of Blood Boot.)
Blood Root in No. 60 powder... 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Glycerine .................... 1 " 50 ces.
Acid Acetie .................... " 25' " - . .
Alcohol (80 per cent)........... A~sufficient quantity.

Mix the Glycerine and Acetic Acid vith eight ounces (or four hundred
cubie centimetres) of alcohol. Moisten the Blood Root with the mixture;
pack the moistened powder in a percolator'; and'proceed as with Buchu.

Dose.-3 to 10 minims.
NoTE-Less important.

EXTIRCTUM VIBURNi, OPULI LIQUJIDUM.
(Liquid Extract of Cramp Bark.)

Cramp Bark (in No. 60 Powder).. 20 ozs. I000 gram'es.
Alcolol (70 per cent)...........A sufficiet quantity.

Saine as.Buchu.
Dose.-1 to 2 drachms.
NoT.-Loss important.

EXTRACTUM VIBURNI PRUNIVOLI LIQUIDUM.

(Liquid Extract of Black Baw.)
Black Haw (in No. 60 powder). 20 ozs. 1000 grammes.
Alcohol (70 per cent.).... ..... A suflicient quantity.

Same as Buchu.
Dose.-1 to 2 drachms.
iNT.-Valuable and much in use.

LIQUOR THYMOLIS COMPOSITUM.

Conpound Solution of Thymol)
Benzoic Acid...................10 grammes.
Boric Acid............. .. ...... 20
Borax.................... ....... -10
Thym ol............................ 2
Eucalyptol ... .................. 10 drops.
011 of Wintergreen................ 10
Oil of Peppermint................. ( s
Glycerine............. ........ 100 ces.
Alcohol (90 per cent)............... 300 "

Water ....................... .. A sufficient quantity.
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Dissolve the Thymol, Oil of Wintergreen and Oil of Peppermint in the
Alcohol ; dissolve the Benzoie Acid, Boric Acid and 3orax in twelve
ounces (or six hundred cubic eentihetres) of.water; add the Glycerine ;
mix the two solutions ; set aside for twenty-four hours ; filter through
Kaolin. and add sufficient water to make twenty fluid ounces (or one

thousand cubic ceutimetres).
NOTE.-Simih r proprietary preparations are in constant demand.

OLEU.M GAULTIIERIA.

(Oil of Wintergreen.)

The oil distilled from the leaves of Gaultheria procumbens.
CHARACTERS AND TEsTS.-ColorlesS or slightly yellowish tint. Specific

gravity 1.18< to 1.187. It should rotate the plane of a ray of polarized
light not less than 0.25° to the left in a tube 100 millimetres long
(Powers & Kleber).

NoTE.-A favorite aromatie oil in Canada.
SYRUPUS ACIDI HYDRIODICI (2 p.e.)

(Syrup of Acid Hiydriodic.)
Potass.ium lodide....... 236.25 grains. 27 grammes.
Tartarie Acid.......... 223 " 25.5
Calcium Hypophosphite 17 " 2
W ater.................. 525 minims. 60 ces.
Alcohol (45 per cent).... 440 " 50 "
Syrup to make.... ..... 1000 ces.

Dissolve the Potassium lodide and Calcium Hypophosphite and the
Tartarie Acid in 440 minims (or fifty cubic centimetres) of alcohol ; mix
the solutions ; shake well and set aside in ice water for half an hour ;
then filter through a small filter, washing the tilter with Alcohol (45 per
cent,) till the filtrate amounts to two ounees (or one hundred cubie centi-
metres). Mix this solution with sufficient syrup to produce twenty lluid
ounces (or one thousand cubie centinetres.) -

NoT.-Official in U. S. P. (1 per cent.), but 2 per cent. is frequently
demanded, and therefore meets all requirements.

SYRUPUS FERRI PnOSPHATIS COMPOSITUS.

(Conpound Syrup of Ferrous Phosphate..)
Iron Wire....................3 grains. 4.3grammes.
Precipitated Calcium Carbonate.. 120 13.7
Potassium Acid Carbonate .....
Sodium Phosphate. .. .......... 9 44
Cochineal............... .... 30 3.5
Sugar ............................ 14 ounces. 700
Water.......................A suficient quantity.

Dissolve the Iron WVire in one fluid ounce (or- fifty cubie centimetres) of
Phosphiorie Acid and haîf an ounce (or tw>nty-Iive cubie centirnetres), of,
water in aflask, heatiîg genftly,ïiIj cdis*sol ied.',, DissôIvo the- P eipitâted.
CalIciuin Carbôonate, Pù(tassium.Carbona'te aind.Sodiumiý.Phý6àpha te ii, haîf
ain ounce (or twcntý:five cubie centiimôitresyof Con centrated '-Pliosho'i
Acid and two ounces 'or one hntndred cubic centimetreg). of Water. MAix
-the solutions, liliter and :so~t aside. Buil thle coehlloal and six tluid ounces
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(or three hundried cubic centimetres) of water for fifteon minutes ; cool,
tilter and wash the lilter with sufficient water to inake seven ounces (or
threc hundred and lifty cubic' contirnotres). In this dissolve the sugaur
with the aid of heat, and strain.. Whon cold, add the solution of phos-
phates and sufficient water to measure twenty fluid ounces (or one thou-
sand cubie centimetres).

NorsE.-Large amouits used.
SYRUPUS IIYIOPIIOSPIIITUM oMPOSITIUS.

(Compound Syrup of the iipolphosphites.)
Calcium Hypopho.sphite..... grains. 12 grammes.
Potassium Hypophosphite. .10 fi
Maniganese H-ypophiosphite.4
., Iron Hypophosphite.........40 "

Potassiui Citrate ......... 30 4.5
Strychnine H-lydrohiloride . 2. 0.3
Quinine 1-lydrochloride . 1.2
Sugar ...................... 14 ounes. 700
Water..................... A suflicient quantity.

SYRUPTSS SENEGE.

(&yrup of Senega.)
Liquid Extract, of Senega 4 ounces. 1-00 es.
Su gra...................14 n 700 grammes.
W~ater .................... A sufficient quantit.y.

Mix the Liquid Extract cf Sonoga wvith ton ounces (or~ five hundrecd
anxd tiftv' cubiu (centiraetres) of water; filter through Kaolin, wýashinoe the
flter with distilled 'water ; dissolve the sug-ar ini the filtrate ; strain and
add wIL.teri to make 2 twenty fluid ounces (or one thousand oubie centi-'
mleLres) of the Syrup.

Dose.-4 to 1 fluid drachim.
NoTE,.-Preforirod to ticture.

SYRUPUS IPECACTJANIffE.

(Syrup of 4ecacuanha.)
Liquid Extract of Ipecacetianiha. 1 fld. oz. 50 ces.
Acetie Acid .................. O minims,- 10
Glyceriine......... .. .......... 2 ounces.' 100
Sugar ...................... 14 c 700grammes.
Wato ........................ A suficient quantity.

Mix the IAquid Eixtract of Ipecacua-,nha,, Acetie Acid and 'ton ounces
(or live hundrcd cubic centimetres) of'wtvater ; flter thiough Kaolin into
a vesse] eontaining the GTlycorine ; add the sugar and dissolve without
tue aid of lieat ; strain and add water to make twenty fluid ounces (or
one thousaind cubie contirnotros) of the Syrup.

Dose.-1 to 2 drac"ms.
NOTE .- Strongly recommiended.

TINCTURA ARNICA FLORES.

(Tincture 1 Arnica Flowers.)
Arnica rlowers, in No. 20 powder". ozs. 100 grammes.
Alcohol (45 per cent.)................. A suflicient quantity.

Moisten the potdor with four fluid ounces (or ono hundred cubie centi-
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metres) of the alcohol, and complete the percolation process. The resuilt-
ing tincture should measure one pint (or one thousand cubie coentimetres).

Dose.-î to 1 fluid drachm.
NOTE.-This tincture is the preparation excl usively used in this country

TINOTURA JALAPIE COMPOSITA.

(Conpound Tincture of Jalap.)
Jalap. No. 40 powder...... 1 oz., 262 grains. 80 grammes.
Scammoiny, "'i ....... 175 grains 20 "
Turbeth, " • ....... -88 " 10
Alcohol (60 per cent.) ...... A sufficient quantity.

Moisten the powders with two fluid ounces (or one hundred cubie
centiietres) of the alcoliol, and complote the percolation process. The
resulting tincture sh'ould measure one pint (or one thousand cubie conti-
motres).

NOTE.-Ordinary tincture is nover used. This preparation is a favorite
among French physicians.

TINCTUIRA OPII DEODORATA.
(Deodorized Tincture of Opium.)

Opium ......... . .............. 3 ounces. 150 grammes.
Alcohol (9 er cerî.) ........ Of each a sufficient quantity.Distilled Water ...........

'Rub the opium to a paste with ten fluid ounces (or five hundred cubie
centimetres) of distilled water previously heated to at least 2000 F.

(93.3 0.); set aside for six hours. Add another five ounces (or two
hundred and fifty cubie contimetres) of water; mix thoroughly; set
aside in a covered vossel for twenty-four hours; strain; press; mix the
liquids. Let the infusion stand for twelve hours in a vossel surrounded
by ice ; filtor through a pleated filter containing a piece of ice. To the
filtrate add five ounces (or two hundred and fifty cubie centimetres) of
the alcohol. Set aside for twenty-four hours; filter. Determine the
percentfage of morphine in the liquid by the process given under Tincture
of Opium; and to the filtered liquid add a suffciency of a mixture of
alcohol water so that the resuhfing tincture will contain not less than 0.70
grammes, nor more than 0.80 grammes, in one hundred cubie contimotres.

Dose.-5 to 15 minims for ropeated administration.
For a single administration 20 to 30 minims.

NOTE.--Much needed.
TINCTURA SANoUINARUE.

(Tincture of Sanguinaria.)
Sanguinaria, in No. 40 powder... 2 ounces. 100 grammes.
Acetie Acid......................192 ninims. 20 ccs.
Glycerine ........................ 1 ounce. 50 "
Alcohol (80 per cent.) .... ...... A suflicient-quantity.

Mix the acetic -.cid, glyèeririe niid·.alcohol. foisten' the sanguinaria
with two fluid'ounces (or one hundred. éubie èentimätres)yof the mon-
struum ; and complete the percolation process. The resulting tineture
should measure oile pint (or one thousand cubie contimetres).

NoTE.-Less important.
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FERRI HYPOPHOSPHIS.

(Ferric Hypophosphite.)
FE. (PH2O.) 6.

Ferric hypophosphite obtained by the interaction of calcium hypophos-
phite and flerric chloride.

Characters and Tests.-A grayish white powder; only slightly soluble
in water ; entirely soluble in solution of' potassium citrate, forming a
greon solution. Should give no reaction for carbonates, phosphate.

.NoT.-USed in preparation of Syr. Hypophosphitum.
IYDRARGYRI ToDIDUM FLAVUM.

(Yellow Mieriirous Iodide.)
Hg. I.

Mercurous iodide obtained by interaction of mercurous nitrate and
pot assiurn iodide.

Characters and Tests.-A bright yellow anorphous powder ; almost
insoluble in water; entirely insoluble in alcohol and ether.

NoTE.-Prepared according to this formula it is stable, and is in de-
mand.

SYRUPUS UYIPOPIIOSPHITUM.

(Syrup of the Hlypphosphites.)
Calcium Hypophosphite........ 394 grains 45 grammes
Sodium Hypophosphite ........ 131 " 15 c
Potassium Hypophosphite..... 131 " 15 "
Tincture of Lemon............. 87 niinims 10 ces.
Sugar .......................... 14 ounces 700 grammes
Water to inake................. 20 " 1000 ces.

Dissolve the salts in ton fluid ounces (or four hundred cubic centi-
metres) of water ; dissolve the sugar in the solution without the aid of
heat; add the tineture of lemon, and finally enough water to make
twenty tluid ounces (or one thousand eubie centimetres) of the syrup.

.Dose.-1 to 2 drachms.
NoTE.-LesS important.

FERRI PHOSPHAS SOLUBILIS.

(Soluble Perric Phosphate.)
Made according to the process of the U. S. P.

RESINA LARICIS.

(Red Spruce Gum.)
A resinous exudation froni the stem and branches of Larix Americana.

TINCTURA RESINA LARIoIS.

(Tincture of -Red Spruce Gum.)
Red Spruce Guin............ ..... 2 ozs. 100 grammes.
Alcohol (90 per cent.)............ 20 ozs. 1000 ces.

Made by the maceration process as tincture of myrrh.
sYRUPUS FERRI IODIDI.

(Syrup of Perrous. fodide.)
Iron in Wire ................... à oz. 25 grammes
lodine .......................... 726 grains 83 "
Retined Sugar.................. 15 ounces 750 "
Distilled Water ................ A suflicient cinantity.

Process.-The saine as British Pharmacopeia.
NoTE.-Recommended as containing less sugar. It is not so liable to

crystallize out in cold weather.


